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Conversations on Sustainable Forestry
Journalist Sally Duncan conducts lively interviews with three of 1990's Starker
guest lecturers in this hour-and-a-half video program. Produced at Oregon State
University, the video includes interviews with:
Ross Squire, Silviculturist, Victoria, Australia, on the
environmental and socioeconomic considerations necessary
to balance the use of native Australian forests.
Robert Lee, Social Scientist, University of Washington, on the
issue of institutional stability; and

Niels Elers Koch, Danish Forest Research Institute,
compares European forest practices with those of the U.S.

In these informal conversations, the participants provide insight into their perceptions
of the issues behind sustainable forestry, with both regional and international
implications

How to Order
Conversations on Sustainable Forestry is available for purchase for $35. Arrangements can
also be made to rent the program for $15 for a 2-week period. To order your copy, call or write
us at the Forestry Media Center, Peavy Hall, Room 248, Oregon State University, Corvallis,
Oregon 9733 1-5702. Ph: (503) 737-4702. Checks or purchase orders accepted.
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College of Forestry
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon

Foreword
by James R. Boyle
Professor of Forest Resources

The theme of "sustainable for-

estry' for the 1990 Starker
Lectures is open to many interpretations. For some, it means
sustaining the animals, vegetation,
microbes, soils and water of forest

ecosystems. For others, it means

sustained yieldcontinuous supplyof wood products. And, for
still others, it may mean maintenance ofvisual aspects of "pristine,"

"undisturbed" forests on the
mountainsides and in the valleys.
For me, a good working definition
of sustainable forestry is analogous
to that for sustainable development
as presented in the 1987
"Brundtland Report," Our Common
Future, by the World Commission
on Environment and Development.
That is, sustainable forestry is for-

Our Starker lecturers,
from a diverse set of
backgrounds and
perspectives, have
provided us with a variety
of insights to what
sustainable forestry
might be for the Pacific
Northwest.
people who depend directly on forests and supply the rest of us with
forest products.

Our Starker lecturers, from a

needs of the present without com-

diverse set ofbackgrounds and perspectives, have provided us with a
variety of insights to what sustain-

promising the abilities of future

able forestry might be for the Pa-

generations to meet their own

cific Northwest.
Ross Squire, silviculturist and

est management that meets the

needs. This means sustaining the
ecological capacities of forests,
while at the same time sustaining
the flows of goods and services on
which our forest-based communities, and all of us, depend. This is
the challenge before us in the Pa-

forestry program administrator in
Victoria, Australia, presents a comprehensive program of forestry re-

Robert Lee, Professor of social
science in Forest Resources at the
University of Washington, shares
his scientific studies and insights of
the social upheavals involved in our

current forestry debates. He emphasizes the personal, human aspects of the struggles for sustainable
forestry.
Norman E.Johnson,VicePresi-

dent of Weyerhaeuser Company,
presents a view of world-scale demands for and stresses on natural

resources and environmental
amenities. He challenges us to take
a global view.
Finally, Niels Elers Koch, forester, social scientist and administrator, gives usaviewof the durable,
long-practiced forestry ofDenmark

and Europe. He stimulates us to
think about integrated, sociallybased forest land uses versus exclusive, single-use approaches.
We think you will find food for
thought and ideas for action in the
texts of our 1990 Starker lecturers.
We hope they will stimulate you to

participate with us in creating an

search and development that appropriate vision of sustainable
addresses many of the same issues

that we in the Northwest con-

cific Northwest todayto sustain

frontnative forests, wood supply,

the forests and the communities of

wildlife and aesthetics.

forestry for the Pacific Northwest,
and the world.

Dedication

Bruce and Tj. Starker were

management, and extensive civic

leaders of modern fore st man-

involvement, T.J. Starker had a

agement and visionaries for

major influence on sound forestry

sustainable forestry in Oregon.

and community development in

Oregon.
Bruce Starker studied for a forForests who work to sustain pro- estry degree from O.S.C. in 1940
ductive forests and healthy, vibrant and an M.S. in Forestry from the
communities in Oregon. The Yale School of Forestry in 1941.
Starker Lectures are sponsored by After service with the Coast Guard,
the Starker family in memory of Bruce joined his father, T.J., in acTj. and Bruce.
quiring and managing Oregon forTheir tradition is carried on by their

families and the staff of Starker

Bruce Starker

T.J. was born in Kansas and

est land, always with an eye for sound

lived his youth in Burlington, Iowa
(hometown of Aldo Leopold). He
moved with his family to Portland
in 1907 and soon began working in

reforestation, management and

and studying forestry, graduating
in the first class of foresters at Oregon Agricultural College in 1910.

conservation for multiple benefits
and values. He worked with university, state, and federal forestry agencies, as well as with private industry,

to advance reforestation, manage-

ment and equitable taxation to

He then studied two years for a encourage private forest manageEl

M.S. degree in Forestry at the University of Michigan and returned to
Oregon to work for the U.S. Forest

Service. Subsequent employment
with the forest products industry,
and a variety of summerjobs while
he was teaching forestry at O.A.C./
O.S.C., gave T.J. broad and thor-

ough experience in all aspects of
forestry. T.J. began purchasing second-growth Douglas-fir forest land
in 1936, the beginnings of the cur-

rent Starker Forests. Through his
work experiences, teaching forest
T. J. Starker

V

ment. Bruce continued the family
tradition of active community service in many ways, including civic
activities, regional forestry work,
and contributing to writing the
Oregon Forest Practices Act.
T.J. and Bruce Starker began
the sound forest management and
community involvement that are

continued by Bond and Barte
Starker and Betty Starker Cameron.
The Starkers exemplify the potentials and realities of sustainable forestry.
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The Forestry Profession Under Siege:
Meeting the Challenge of Balancing Sustained Wood
Production and Ecosystem Conservation in the Native
Forests of South-Eastern Australia
by Ross 0. Squire

not required for environmental purposes.

The forestry profession
is under siege and
forest management
and related land use
decisions are surrounded
by controversy, conflict,
confusion and
confrontation.

Dr. Ross 0. Squire is Silviculturist
and Administrator for the Depart-

ment of Conservation and Environment, Victoria, Australia

3. Residual roundwood is infe-

rior quality timber, unsuit-

able for use as normal
sawlogs.

The clearfelling and residual

roundwood removal issues are
linked. Some people believe that
clearfelling generates more residual
roundwood than other silvicultural

systems, such as shelterwood and
group selection, and that this could
be used as a justification for introduction of broad scale wood chipIn Australia, there is a deep com-

ping, either for export or to feed

munity concern over whether
logging should continue in nativeforests (Squire etal. 99O) and,
even, whether the forestry profession should be entrusted with the
management of those forests.

highly capitalized, insatiable

Briefly:

search initiative in the state of

pulpmills.
The Challenge

This paper describes the chalWith native forest logging, the lenge to the forestry profession
primary concern is over the use of from the conservation movement,
the clearfelling silvicultural system its focus on native forest manageand the removal of residual round- ment, its political and scientific setwood. Both practices have been ting in southeastern Australia, and
criticized strongly on environmen- the potential pivotal importance to
tal and socio-economic grounds.
a besieged profession of a major
multi-disciplinary, cooperative reVictoria. This latter initiative is pres-

Silviculture is the use of ecological, economic and social
knowledge and practical ex-

ently termed the Value Adding and

perience to manipulate forest development to achieve
explicit sustainable benefits
specified by management.

cant native forest ecosystem management research program.
Mistrust of the forestry profes-

2. Clearfelling is the removal
in one logging operation of
practically all trees that are

assertion by extreme elements of a
well-organized conservation movement that foresters are driven, essentially, by a desire to satisfi the

Silvicultural Systems Program
(VSP). It is Australia's most signifi-

sion appears to be based on the
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wood production demands of a timber industrywhich has scant regard

for long-term conservation of the
environment. Moreover, this asser-

tices in achieving the interdependent objectives of sustained wood production and
ecosystem conservation?

cal constraints on forest manage-

3. Are we achieving even our
wood production objectives
with existing, preferred silvicultural systems such as

nancial grounds. The first require-

tion is promoted, seemingly
uncritically, by the media. Consequently, the forestry profession is

under siege and forest management and related land-use decisions
are surrounded bycontroversy, conflict, confusion and confrontation.
It has even been suggested by some

conservationists that foresters
should be excluded from scientific
committees with responsibility for

advising Government on forestry
issues!

The profession has responded
to the challenge by openly acknowl-

clearfelling and seedtree,
namely: is the forest really
being adequately regenerated (density, distribution
and species composition)
following harvesting and is
there reliable information
on tree growth and quality
to guide future management
decisions?

ment options. Scientific objectivity
must not be compromised byjudg-

ments, perhaps subconscious, of
anticipated opposition on, say, fi-

ment is to define the scientific
options and then to evaluate these
against the prevailing political, fi-

nancial and technological constraints. It is conceivable, for
example, that a scientific option
rejected, today, on safety or cost
grounds could be accepted in a few
years time because ofimprovements
in the safety of harvesting technol-

ogy or because the community is
more prosperous and can afford to
pay more for timber products.

edging the need for:

Is this information being
More effective use of existing knowledge on the ecology, silviculture and
management of native forests;

2. Improved knowledge and
stronger community involve-

stored in a management information system to facili-

tate the retrieval and

forests is not without blemish

ability?

In essence, can our professionalism withstand the rig-

orous scrutiny of an
increasingly sophisticated
and informed society?

(Squire et al. 1987; Squire 1989),

and Lands, 1988). There needs to
be more caution in developing forest management practices:

Can research findings, often from limited case studies, really be reliably

detailed knowledge of the environmental and socio-economic effects

of forest management practices,
and to provide a vehicle for promoting the cooperative spirit that
will be essential for the success of
forest management at the community level.

especially when measured by
present standards (Dept. Cons. For.

In 1986, the Victorian Govern-

distribution of data for the ment initiated the Value Adding
purposes of forward plan- and Silvicultural Systems Program
ning, technique evaluation (VSP) to provide a state-wide frameand demonstrating account- work for the development of more

ment.

The profession has conceded
that its past record in the balanced
management of Australia's native

Victorias Cooperative
Research Initiative

In many respects, Victoria,

In relation to improved knowledge
and stronger community involvement, we need more general recog-

through VSP, has become the focus for multi-disciplinary research

nition that forest ecosystems are
extraordinarily complex and dy-

bines fundamental scientific re-

namic energy systems, and that our
scientific understanding of the functioning of these systems is still very

extrapolated to the full limited, certainly in terms of unrange of climatic, geo- derstanding and controlling the
graphic and stand condi-

processes of change in relation to

tions (age, density, species
composi-tion,etc.) encountered in practice?

flora, fauna, soils, water, etc. There

2. Have we adequately defined

the environmental, eco-

research on forest management and
socio-economic systems.

nomic and social criteria for
evaluating the effectiveness
of forest management prac-

should distinguish among scientific,
political, financial and technologi-

is an urgent need for a greatly increased allocation of resources to
ecosystem research and to linked

in southeastern Australia. VSP com-

search on the processes governing
the responses of forested lands to
disturbance with large-scale, longterm forest experiments, and uses
simulation modelling and systems
analysis to integrate the findings
for use in guiding forest resource
allocation and management decisions. It is the most significant cooperative scientific study of native
forest ecosystems yet undertaken
in Australia.
The main purpose of this pa-

Importantly, this research per is to provide an overview of

2

VSP, covering its organization,
progress in planning and imple-

Ross 0. Squire

menting the research, preliminary
findings, and its potential to contribute to the high scientific objec-

tivity and strong community
involvement needed to ensure that

decisions on Australia's limited
native forest resource are truly in
the best interests of all Australians.

However, it is necessary, first, to
provide a brief description of the
political and scientific setting for
VSP, as follows:

1. The extent and importance

of Australia's forest resources.

2. Land allocation and forest
management planning for
sustainable development.
3. Evolution of native forest silviculture in Victoria.

AUSTRALIA'S FOREST
RESOURCES:
POLITICS AND SCIENCE
The forests of Australia are extremely limited relative to the size
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including the production of wood
The three most influential bodand water. There is enormous po- ies advising Government on public
tential for these forests to make an land allocation decisions in southincreasingly important economic eastern Australia are the Resource
contribution through production Assessment Commission (RAG)
of timber for conversion to high and the Australian Heritage Com-

value-added end uses, provided
long-term conservation of the forest ecosystem can be assured.
The native forests of Victoria

range in productivity from the
mixed species forests of the coastal

and foothill areas where soils are
often coarse-textured and infertile,

may exceed 2000mm, and the mean
MAI is presently about 1 Om3per ha.

The mountain ash (Eucalyptus
regnans) forests ofVictoria and Tas-

mania represent the pinnacle of
eucalypt development in southeastern Australia: under favorable conditions early height growth can be
2 to 3m per year, and mature trees

placed upon them. Australia has an
area of some 769 million hectares,
roughly equivalent to that of the 48

lOOm (Ashton, 1985). Eucalyptus
regnansis the world's tallest flowering plant.

contiguous states of the U.S.A.
Land Allocation and Forest
Management Planning

million hectares of pine plantations,
(Pinus radiata) , and about 12.5 million hectares of native eucalypt for-

est that is presently dedicated for
sustained yield timber production.
This resource currently supplies
only about 50 percent of the wood

The native temperate forests
of southeastern Australia generate
massive benefits to the community,

provided leadership in terms of

I.

Resource

Assessment

Commission (RAC).

The RAG was established by
the Commonwealth Government
in 1989 when it passed the Resource

Assessment Commission Act. To
assist the resolution of vital questions about the future ofAustralia's
natural resources, the RAC will in-

vestigate and report on "the environmental, economic, financial,
cultural and social implications of

major resource use proposals
...where the term "use" includes
use for either conservation or de-

The debate presently raging in

velopment or a combination of

Australia on land allocation and
forest management practices is

those options" (Resource Assessment Commission, 1990).

strongly focused on the public land
estate. Today, some 200 years after
white settlement at Botany Bay in
New South Wales, public land comprises only about 40% of the total

Australia's Prime Minister, Mr.
Bob Hawke, immediately initiated

requirements of the nation's 16
million people, but underpins a land area of southeastern Austra-

forest products industrywhich contributes some $7.4 billion per year
to the national economy (Pellicane
et al. 1990). Australia's people are
predominantly located in large cities on the southeastern coast.

level. Victoria, through its Timber
Industry Strategy (TIS) released in
1986 (Gov. of Vic. 1986), has also

integrated planning, implementation and monitoring of forest man500mm, and the merchantable agement and research activities. A
mean annual volume increment feature of Victoria's TIS is the pro(MAT) is presently about 2m3 per vision for strong community parha, to the mountain forests where ticipation.
soils are often deep, fertile, clayloams, the annual average rainfall Land Allocation

may attain a height in excess of

predominantly of radiata pine

tion Council (LCC) at the state

the average annual rainfall is about

of the country and the demands

(Pellicane et. a! 1990). Australia's
forest resources comprise about 0.9

mission (AHC) atthe national level,
and the Victorian Land Conserva-

an inquiry by the RAG into
Australia's forest and timber resources, with the following terms of
reference:

lia. From the outset, the impact of
settlement on Australia's native forests was massive (Land Conservation Council, Victoria, 1988). Direct
control of this estate is vested in the
six states and two mainland territo-

ries that comprise the Commonwealth.

3

"I require the Resource As-

sessment Commission to

conduct an inquiry into

options for the use of
Australia's forest and timber resources."

STARKER LECTURES 1990

2. "The scope of the inquiry
shall be to identify and evalu-

ate options for the use of
those resources."
3. "The report of the inquiry is
to be given to me by 30 November, 1991."
4. "The Commission shall take
into account both the exist-

ing management strategies
and alternative uses for for-

estry resources, including
the Forestry and ForestProd-

ucts Industry Council
(FAFPIC) Growth Plan and
the Australian Conservation
Foundation (ACF) Alternative Strategy."
The FAFPIC Growth Plan and

the ACF Alternative strategy are
described by the RAG (1990). The
FAFPIC option is based on continued use of native forests, within the
constraints of a saw-log led forest

The decision whether to imple-

ment any option identified by the
Commission rests with the Commonwealth Government. Notably,
the Commonwealth exercises indi-

no further logging of Australia's

control of the taxation system, export licensing for timber products,
and any public land accepted for

undisturbed old growth forest com-

ponents of the National Estate,

World Heritage listing. Accord-

namely those which have remained
largely undisturbed since European

ingly, the RAC report, due in November 1991, will be of profound

groups are united in total opposi-

settlement. And conservation

importance to the future use of tion to any logging in National EsAustralia's native forests.

II. Australian Heritage
Commission (AHC)
The AHC was established by
the Commonwealth Government
in 1975 when it passed the "Australian Heritage Commission Act." It
is the Commonwealth Government's policy advisory and admin-

tional Estate is defined in legislation
as "those places, being components
of the natural environment of Aus-

on supply of hardwoods from a

tralia or the cultural environment
of Australia, that have aesthetic,

tion value forests for high quality
timber."
The RAC is using an open inquiry approach for identification

the other hand, AHC, itself, has
told the RAC that there should be

with a 66% expansion in plantation
(softwood plus hardwoods) by the
year 2030. The ACF option is based

would be no conversion of existing
native forest to plantation; land already cleared for agriculture would
be used. "This option would phaseout native forest logging over 15 to
30 years, except for restricted longrotation logging of lower conserva-

environment or cultural history. On

States through its predominant

management regime, combined

tinued large-scale and intensive
logging of native forests. There

long-term damage to the natural

rect but significant control over the

istrative body responsible for the
National Estate (Australian Heritage Commission, 1989). The Na-

large expansion in hardwood (eucalypt) plantations rather than con-

argue that such places can be managed for wood production without

historic, scientific or social signifi-

cance or other special value for
present and future generations."
The ARC compiles and maintains a Register of the National Estate, which already lists more than

9,000 places, including extensive
areas of public land presently designated to be used for wood production. Any individual, voluntary
body, or government, may nominate a place for listing. There are
"no direct legal constraints on own-

tate forest areas.
The scene is set now for a major confrontation between the tim-

ber industry and conservation
groups over logging National Estate forest areas in eastern Victoria
and southeastern New South Wales.
Emotion over this issue is driven, in

part, by a wrong perception that
National Parks, from which logging
is excluded by well-accepted legis-

lation ("common consent"), are
synonymous with National Estate
areas.

Ill. Victoria's Land
Conservation Council
(LCC)

In August this year, the RAG
advised that Victoria was the envy

of all other Australian states because of its LCC, established as a
means of addressing the political
problems associated with the allocation of land between competing
values.

The LCC was established by
the Victorian Government in 1970
when it passed the Land Conservation Act. It is an independent body

with its own research staff, andit

makes recommendations to the
or local governments, caused by Government with respect to the
person, the Honourable Mr. Jus- the entry of that property in the use of public land in order to protice Stewart, has emphasized that Register of the National Estate." vide for the balanced use of land in
the proceedings should be open to However, much of the confronta- Victoria. The LCC has made some
public scrutiny, be as informal as tion in Australia over whether log- 5000 recommendations to Governpossible, and that all relevant evi- ging should continue in native ment, and virtually all have been
dence and information will be ac- forests is presently centered on the accepted. In many respects, it has
cepted, including, paintings and 700 forested places so far listed. On pioneered the concept of public
poems submitted by children.
one hand, forest management au- participation to improve the qualthorities and the timber industry ity and acceptance of decisions on
and evaluation of options. Its Chair-

ers of private property, or on State
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land use: "participation can keep

research framework for the

public authorities honest, humane,
and thoughtful, and more consid-

development of improved
knowledge.

erate of the people they are serving."

Forest Management Planning

Evolution of Native Forest
Silviculture in Victoria

mainland state, has an area of about

followed the classical path of exploitation, control and active management (Squire et al. 1987; Land
Conservation Council, 1988). In
the first half of this century, the
need for effective control of early
exploitation led to reservation of

tion of about 4.3 million. The public estate of native forests in Victoria

the finite nature of the forest resource and the diverse benefits it
can provide. The successful management of these forests is now a
task oftremendous importance and
a major challenge to the profession
and practice of forestry.

Forest management requirements are becoming increasingly

28 million hectares and a popula-

comprises some 7.4 million beet-

ment activities and linked research

to improve our knowledge of the
environmental and socio-economic

consequences of forest management decisions. Victoria's Timber
Industry Strategy (TIS), released in
1986, addresses both needs by:

1. Specifiing the key criteria
for the management of native forest, including mul-

and Silvicultural Systems
Program (VSP) to provide a
state-wide, multi-disciplinary

ests Commission in 1918 and the
appointment of experienced foresters to implement a comprehen-

ares are available and suitable for
timber production. Victoria's Ha-

was shifted to a seedtree system that

"Sawmillers Selection" approach

used soil disturbance during log-

ging and occasional burning of

Forest management
requirements are
becoming increasingly
more sophisticated, more
resource demanding and,
therefore, more
challenging.

felled heads for seedbed preparation. The devastating wildfires of
1939 destroyed large areas of the
mature and overmature forest, and
provided the impetus for the initia-

tion of intensive research in the
1950s to maintain and improve productivity. This research was domi-

nated by the need to develop
cost-effective regeneration methods, and an impressive amount had

tive forests currently sustain a$2.75

been achieved by the early 1980s
with very limited resources.
By the 1960s, the clearfelling

employing 25,000 people. By comparison, Oregon has only a slightly
larger land area but has about twice

from research and operational experience into the mainline harvesting and regeneration system for a

billion per year timber industry silvicultural system had evolved

the area suitable for timber production and employs about four
times as many people.
The ever-present risk of extensive and catastrophic wildfires is a

wide range of forest types in
Victoria. Commonly, this system
uses regeneration from seed applied directly, by hand or from the

air, onto a seedbed prepared by

major factor to he considered in

autumn slashburning. However, as

the development of silvicultural systems for wood production from eu-

clearfelling system and the linked

calypt forests. Lightning is often

pation and the planning velopment of dense regeneration

2. Initiating the Value Adding

application of silvicultural systems
following the formation of the For-

sive Forests Act. The existing

the catalyst for such wildfires and,
tiple-use, dominance of once started, they may rapidly cover
sawlog production, environ- enormous areas. Fortunately, wildmental care, public partici- fires are often followed by the de-

scheme for achieving these
criteria.

native forests evolved slowly out of

ares ofwhich some 4.7 million hect-

more sophisticated, more resource

demanding and, therefore, more
challenging. Success will depend
on effective planning, implementation and monitoring of manage-

of regeneration silviculture in the
managed forest.
The silviculture of Victoria's

Victoria, Australia's smallest the exploitive era to the formal

The management of native forests in south-eastern Australia has

forests and the introduction of controls over logging. In the latter half
of this century, there has been increasing community awareness of

from capsules in the canopy. These
natural processes form a fundamental benchmark for the development

of eucalypts.

The natural processes of regeneration in eucalypt forests are
initiated by a wildfire, usually intense, which not only removes the

understory, but provides a bare
seedbed and induces a fall of seed
5

previously

mentioned,

the

practice of residual roundwood
removal both have been criticized
on environmental and socio-economic grounds. Victoria's Timber
Industry Strategy identifies three
main objections to clearfelling:
1. It is seen as damaging to the

environment in terms of
landscape, water quality,
flora, and fauna habitat.
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2. Itis condemned as an inefficient method of timber har-

Research Program

vesting because it can

The VSP consists of two

generate a concentration of
waste wood unsuitable for

projects: the Silvicultural Systems
Project (SSP) (Squire 1990), initi-

use as sawlogs.

ated in mid-1986 to address the

3. The residual roundwood it

clearfelling question; and the Value
Adding Utilization System (VAUS)

produces is cited asjustifica-

Trial initiated in late 1989 to ad-

lion for the introduction of
export woodchipping.

dress the residual roundwood ques-

tion (see also Squire et al. 1990).
Both are real-world projects, closely

integrated with field operations,
VALUE ADDING AND
SILVICULTURAL SYSTEMS
PROGRAM (VSP)

and have already achieved high scientific credibility and strong community involvement.

The VSP research involves three
Introduction

main systems:

The Victorian Government,
through its TIS and its acceptance
of the key findings of an independent review (Gov. of Vic. 1989) of
an environmental effects statement
(EES) on residual roundwood removal, has made a strong commit-

ment, via the Department of
Conservation and Environment
(DCE), to undertake the multi-disciplinary research required to answer two key questions in relation

to the management of Victoria's
valuable native forests:

Clearfelling: Can a better
balance between environmental and economic considerations be achieved with
silvicultural systems other
than clearfelling?

2. Residual roundwood removal: Can residual roundwood removal be integrated
with existing sawlog-onlyhar-

vesting without unaccept-

able environmental and
socio-economic

conse-

quences? In particular, what

is the state of the environment before and after harvesting for sawlogs and, then,

what are the additional effects of taking the residual
roundwood?

1. Forest Ecosystem
Eucalypt regeneration,

growth and health
Flora
Fauna
Soils
Aquatic systems
Disease
Climate

2. Forest Management System
Silviculture
Operations
Management
3. Socio-economic Systems
Commercial forestry
Social
Environmental

Organizing and Managing
Research
The VSP is being planned, managed and monitored by four groups

(Figure 1):

1. A Program Manager and
Team from DCE to plan,
implement and report the
research.
2. An Expert Advisory Group,

composed of DCE experts
and matching external experts, mainly from the Corn-

monwealth Scientific and
Industrial Research Organization (CSIRO) and universities, to advise on the overall

design and provide a forum
for on-going scientific review

and guidance.

3. A Facilitation Committee,
composed of senior executives from throughout DCE
(Forests, Flora and Fauna,
Water Resources and Land

Protection, Fisheries, Regional Management), to ensure that VSP continues to

obtain strong support and
guidance at the corporate
level.

4. A Monitoring Committee to
review the program and advise the Victorian Govern-

ment's

Minister

for

Conservation and Environment. This committee is in-

dependently chaired and
composed ofrepresentatives

from conservation groups,
industry, unions, local community groups, external re-

search organizations, and

federal and state departments.

Specific research and operational inputs are delegated to DCE
groups and external organizations
for implementation in accord with
jointly developed contracts cover-

ing objectives, design, measurements, reporting, etc.

Planning and Scientific
Design

The planning and design of
both SSP and the VAUS Trial have
involved the integration of Austra-

lia-wide specialist inputs from
people involved in research and
operational aspects of silviculture
and forest utilization. The result is
a fully documented research and
development program based on the

best possible advice from within
the Department and from outside,
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I

Minister DOE

Monitoring Committee

I

/
/
Director LFD

I

/
/

I

Support Services

I

I

I

Program Manager

I

Expert Advisory Group

/

I_____
Field Operations
Regional Management
(RM Orbost)

V

Policy Advice

k V

-J Program Team

Planning, Coordination, Integration
I

Environmental
Coordinator

Central Coordinator

Silvicultural
Coordinator

Ash Forests

I

Socio-Economic
Coordinator

Modelling and Systems
Analysis Coordinator

Mixed Species
Forests

I
I
I

Research & Operational Support

Delegated responsibility to DOE research and operational support groups and
external organizations (OSIRO, University of Melbourne, ANU etc.) for
implementation of research funded in accord with jointly developed 'contracts"
covering: e.g., study specifications, schedules, and reporting.

Figure 1. Organizational arrangements for the Value Adding and Silvicultural
Systems Program (VSP)
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Figure 2. Map of Victoria showing the 16 field regions used for integrated natural resource
management and the main VSP study areas.

and vetted openly by all groups
with an interest in, and commitment to, the conservation of forests. It combines high scientific

nicians from DCE and ex-

objectivity and strong community
involvement in addressing the key

budget allocation is $2.1

ternal organizations will
have a significant involvement in SSP. The 1990/91
million.

questions on clearfelling and residual roundwood removal.

Good progress has been

comes of different regeneration
methods, namely, regeneration
fellings and seedbed preparation.
It needs to be recognized that
while the clearfelling method has
been criticized on environmental
and economic grounds, it is based
on a considerable amount of high
quality research and operational
experience. Importantly, it satisfies

Silvicultural Systems Project

achieved in the Central Highlands
and East Gippsland in implement-

(SSP)

ing the replicated experimental

the biological requirements for suc-

design to evaluate eucalypt regen-

cessful eucalypt regeneration and
is operationally very efficient.
The SSP seeks to expand the
silvicultural options available to
forest managers to allow a more
flexible approach to balancing economic and environmental objec-

The SSP (Squire 1990) commenced in 1986/87 with pilot trials across the State, and
now covers more than 1,500
hectares (Figure 2)

It is presently based in the
mountain ash forests of the
Otway Ranges and Central
Highlands, and in the mixed

eration, operational safety, and cost,

for a wide range of harvesting and
regeneration treatments, and in the
Otway Ranges in implementing pretreatment base-line studies of flora,

fauna, aquatic systems, etc., prior

to the in-depth environmental
evaluation ofclearfelling and alternatives on an operational scale.
The SSP is essentially looking

species forests of East at the simplest types of silvicultur-al
Gippsland. In 1990/91, systems because it is mainly conabout 80 scientists and tech-

tives. SSP covers the full VSP
research domain of ecological,
management, and socio-economic
studies and has three implementation components; research, modelling, and development.

Research in the forest study
cerned with the long-term economic and environmental out- areas (Figure 2) has emphasis on
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two forest types: mountain ash (Eucalyptus regrians) : and low elevation

mixed species (LEMS), mainly of
silvertop (Eucalyptus sieberi) , brown
stringybark (Eucalyptus baxteri) and

white stringybark (Eucalyptus
globoidea) ,but with six or more other

eucalypts. In the LEMS forests,
unravelling the complex dynamics
of up to nine eucalypt and associated species during stand development is a major challenge.
The research strategy involves
initial selection of silvicultural systems for comparison with
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generation treatments to provide a
sound statistical basis for selecting
silvicultural systems for testing on

"opportunistic" studies of the natural process of regeneration.

tested in 50 year-old, 65m tall

ment to be replicated at least twice
in successive years, requiring a total

regrowth mountain ash forests at
Tanjil Bren in Victoria's Central
Highlands are:

Clearfelling
20 hectare coupe, with fire
10 hectare coupe, with fire
4 hectare coupe, with and
without fire

safety guidelines; and systems reliably provide adequate eucalypt reSystems that meet these criteria will

research emphasis and scale:
Phase 1 is mainly concerned with
safety, eucalypt regeneration and
costs on, essentially, an experimental scale. Phase 2 emphasizes assess-

ing the magnitude and importance
of environmental effects on an operational scale.
Both phases involve long-term
studies. In addition to guiding the
selection of silvicultural systems for
evaluation in Phase 2, Phase 1 will
also provide valuable long-term data

on, for example, the effects of different harvesting and regeneration
treatments on tree growth, and stem
degrade resultingfrom felling dam-

of about 70 treatment units and a
net area of 170 hectares. It allows
for statistical comparison of treatments by both analysis of variance
and regression analysis, the latter

for the influence of opening size
and overwood retention.
Also, the scope for improved

o

Seedtree
ance is being explored. It is posRetain 5 to 10 percent of sible to use digital terrain analysis
the basal area, with and (DTA) to obtain treatment-specific
without fire
data on physical co-variates such as
potential radiation input and soil
wetness.
Shelterwood (without fire)
Phase 2 combines forest exRetain 30 percent of the
perimentation (prospective studbasal area

because the full environmental
studies that can require huge re-

Accordingly, the research component has two phases differing in

The design allows for each treat-

precision using analysis of co-vari-

generation at an acceptable cost.

sources will only need to be conducted on the systems that satisfy
the stipulated basic criteria.

adequately by natural seedfall (i.e.,

preparation using fire (slashburning) and techniques that exclude
fire. The Phase 1 treatments being

can be implemented within accepted occupational health and

tion covering flora, fauna, soils and
aquatic systems, and aesthetics. This
approach is the most cost-effective

could be expected to be seeded

an operational scale in Phase 2. about 2 times tree height). A small
Where appropriate, comparisons wildfire adjacent to the Tanjil Bren
are being made between seedbed study area has, fortuitously, allowed

clearfelling, and made according
to two main criteria: new systems

then be evaluated, along with the
clearfelling system, using an expanded environmental investiga-

latter being the largest opening that

Retain 50 percent of the

ies) and surveys (retrospective

basal area
Retain 100 percent of the
basal area

uses an unreplicated design in

Selection
Large group
(with and without fire)
2 hectare (l4Oni x 140m)
Medium group
(with and without fire)
0.49 hectare (7Omx 70m)
0.25 hectare (5Omx 70m)
- Small group (withoutfire)
0.09 hectare (30m x 30m)
0.04 hectare (20m x 20m)

0.01 hectare (l0mxi0m)
-

0.00 hectare
Strip (with and without
fire)
2 hectare (400m x 50m)

Wildfire (Natural system)

The selection treatments rep-

age.

resent conditions ranging from

Phase 1 uses a replicated design for statistical evaluation of a
wide range of harvesting and re-

"Single Tree Selection" (lOm x
lOm) to the upper limit of "Group
Selection" (140m x 140m), the

studies). Forest experimentation
which each silvicultural system, including an unharvested control, will
be applied to a single unit of forest
(i.e., stand) with a gross area of up
to 50 hectares. Each treatment unit

will be calibrated and characterized for a minimum of three years

before it is treated to establish
baseline values ft)r flora, soils, wa-

ter (paired catchments design),
etc., against which changes will be
measured and evaluated.
Manyfauna species have a natural range greater than that covered
by the treatment area. Hence, for-

est experimentation is complemented by surveys of sites with
known histories of forest disturbances such as logging or wildfire.
Hence, advantage is taken of existing stand diversity.
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1. There is considerable potential to use natural regenera-

Modelling

Development

High scientific objectivity (verifiable "facts") is offundamental im-

main objectives:

In SSP, development has two

tion systems for biological
and economic advantage.

portance in providing a credible
basis for future decisions on the use
ofVictoria's native forests for wood

Immediate, on-line develop-

2. There is operational poten-

ment to ensure that the

tial to manipulate species

production and the management

Phase 1 findings are used

composition ofregeneration

practices used. Because forest eco-

speedily to improve existing
operational systems and, importantly, to define and de-

through direct manipula-

systems are so complex and dynamic, high scientific objectivity

velop silvicultural systems
with clear potential as alternatives to clearfelling, for
evaluation in Phase 2 and
beyond.

cannot be achieved without modelling combined with effective monitoring of operational outcomes.
Scientifically and statistically

valid quantitative data can be obtained from small-scale, highly rep-

licated field experiments on soils,

flora, etc. (but not fauna). However, extrapolation to the full range
of geographical and seasonal conditions likely to be encountered in
practice would always be to some
extent an act of faith.

Therefore, a computer-based
ecological simulation model is being developed as a basis for predictingthe small-scale (i.e., stand level)
effects of different silvicultural systems in the field. For defined silvi-

2. Long-term monitoring to
test the predictions of the
computer-based simulation
model.

It needs to be recognized that
SSP is a long-term project. However, the Phase 1 studies at Tanjil
Bren and Cabbage Tree and the

amount and distribution of
disturbed soil. Hence,
slashburning might not be
needed. However, there is
anothervery important man-

challenging some "traditional"

perceived to have an importantfire protection role. This
perception requires testing.

1. Safety and costs of harvesting and regeneration operations.

Visual effects of timber harvest-

calypt regeneration from
seed.

3. Relative importance of"shelter" and food in influencing

wildlife populations in

Computervideo image capture
and painting techniques are being
developed to create accurate and

changes in the landscape through
time under different silvicultural
systems. These simulations will be
used for environmental perception
research to model the subjective
responses of different community
groups.

seedbed, and often logging,
per se, provides an adequate

Slashburning, by reducing
the fine fuel is, of course,

2. Limiting effects of competition and seedbed conditions
on the establishment of eu-

reliable visual simulations of

turbed soil is a receptive

already producing some interesting preliminary findings that are

ecosystem in terms of eucalypt regeneration, tree growth and quality, flora, fauna, soils, water, etc..

systems.

seedbed preparation, especially in Victoria's extensive
mixed species eucalypt forests of East Gippsland. Dis-

agement consideration.

to predict the annual state of the

ing generate considerable public
concern and are an important criterion for evaluating silvicultural

3. There is much scope for less
reliance on slashburning for

Simulation Modelling initiative are

cultural inputs covering rotation views on:
length, size and arrangement of
openings in space and time, regeneration period, felling cycle, seedbed preparation, etc., the model is

tion of the seedcrop on the
retained trees.

The advantages of not
slashburning are: the cost

of seedbed preparation is
avoided; there is no risk of a
wildfire developing from an
escaped "silvicultural" burn;
there is no atmospheric p01-

lution; there is less risk of
soil erosion; and the inevitable loss of some nutrients
during burning (volatilization and convection of particulate matter) is avoided.

mountain forests.
4.

The nature and degree of
felling damage required to
induce significant stem degrade and loss of merchantable volume.

Three preliminary findings on
eucalypt regeneration are of particular note:
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Value Adding Utilization
System (VAUS) Trial
The VAUS Trial was initiated
in August 1989 with a DCE review

of the independent report (Govt.
ofVic. 1989) on the environmental
and socio-economic effects of residual roundwood removal and the

Government's assessment of that

Ross 0. Squire

report. Detailed planning cornrnenced in Novernber 1989. It is
presently based in the mixed species forests ofEast Gippsland, where
it will be largely confined,

Whilst the trial is being designed to provide a framework for
long-term studies, the major inputs
will be made by November 1995,
i.e., overaperiod ofaboutsixyears.
Major reports are required by Gov-
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2. Preparation ofdetailed study
specifications covering the

tion and characterization

full VSP research domain,
The scope and complexity
of the proposed research is

her, etc.) to provide the op-

shown by the following provisional outlines:

Terrestrial vertebrate
fauna
On-site effects of harvest-

ernment after two, four, and six
years. The first report is due in
November 1991. The final report
will provide crucial input to the

ing;

Environmental Effects Statement
required for the pulpmill proposal
for East Gippsland, namely, on the

models offauna density dis-

environmental and socio-economic
effects of the wood demand generated "upstream" of the mill.
The initial inputs have involved
close co-operation between the VSP

Effects of scale and pattern of harvesting;
Development of predictive

tribution;
Effects ofharvesting on uncommon species.
Socio-economics
Commercialforestryevalu-

ation: comprehensive fi

Program Team, the VSP Expert

nancial appraisal;
Social evaluation: employ-

Advisory Group, and field planning

ment, tourism, commer-

and operations staff in East
Gippsland (Orbost Region, Re-

cial viability of sawmills,

gional Management).

etc.;
Environmental evaluation:

Progress has been in four main

contingent valuation using, for example, option

areas, as follows:

1. Planningandimplementing
apilottrialinEastGippsland
to provide a sound operational foundation for the research:

'Specifications for residual
roundwood
Coupe (management unit)
management procedures
Wood supply scheduling

and contractor arrangements
Roading requirements;

value, existence value and
bequest value.
3. Strong community involvemcmi through the Monitoring Committee. The cooperative spirit has been
outstanding, marked by an
open, honestand intelligent

participation in the development of objectives, design, research priorities, and
resource requirements. The
Chairman, Professor Marg-

commercial accounting

aret Cameron, has initiated
valuable dialogue with the
Victorian Minister for Conservation and Environment,
and with the Resource AssessmentCommissionatthe

systems;

federal level,

Sawlog preparation and
grading;
Wood measurements and
Residual roundwood yield
estimates;

'"Sawlog-driven" harvesting.

4. The Victorian Government
has allocated $1.4 million
for the VAUS Trial in 1990/
9l,sufficientto complete the
Pilot Trial and the site selec-

(flora, fauna, soils, fish, tim-

erati on al and scientific
foundation required for the
substantial research inputs
planned for 199 1/92.

Integration and Application of
Research Findings and
Operational Experience

The findings from the cornplex research and operational inputs to VSP, and from other related

research, will be integrated using
modelling linked to a decision sup-

port system. To be effective, this
procedure will need to be incorporated into an overall forest management system that also includes
effective monitoring and feedback
on the success of field operations
(Figure 3). This will enable monitoring of the effectiveness of managementpracticesagainstenvironmental and social criteria and, in a
wider sense, provide for accountability to the community.
A long-term commitment to
this interactive approach will be
essential for success in balancing
forest conservation and the wood
production requirements of our increasingly sophisticated society.
The immediate priority for VSP is
the development of a decision support system incorporating the best

knowledge and practical experience available on the silviculture
Victoria's mountain ash forests.
Outlook for VSP
The Value Adding and Silvicultural Systems Program (VSP) is the

largest and most complex native

forest research program undertaken in Australia. It has strong
support in Australia and will provide valuable guidance in setting
the context for coordination with
similar research beginning in the
United States ofAmerica. Both SSP
and the VAUS Trial have some im-

portant long-term components,
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but, given adequate funding, within

five years these projects should
make a substantial contribution to
reducing the controversy, conflict
and confusion presently surrounding land-use decisions on the future of the limited but extremely
valuable native forest resource in
southeastern Australia.
Given the national significance
of VSP, there is a strong argument

The three key requirements for
the success of the forestry profession in balancing the relationship
between our communities and their

quences. Accordingly, a proposal is

high scientific objectivity and adequate resources.

Strong community involve-

of the day. But, they must not do so
at the expense ofscientific objectivity. Otherwise, dogma will rule and

being developed for funding under the Commonwealth Govern- the profession and its science
ment's recent initiative to establish

planatory studies, and computer-based modelling and
systems analysis.

forests are community involvement,

ment is essential. The community
must be involved in identifying research priorities, reviewing the refor a tripartite funding arrange- search process, and assisting in the
ment involving the State Govern- critical decisions on implementing
me-nts, the Commonwealth Govern- the findings in the real world. The
ment, and industry. There is a com- VSP Monitoring Committee propelling incentive for industry to vides an excellent model for such
support the very research which community involvement.
Forest management decisions
will ensure that future decisions on
always
be based on a mixture of
will
the use of native forests for wood
objective
ecological,
economic and
production, and the management
social
knowledge,
and
subjective
practices used, are based on firm
judgement.
Management
decisions
scientific grounds with full commust
reflect
the
socio-economic
munity and industry involvement
in the analysis of economic, envi- and, therefore, political imperatives

ronmental, and social conse-

field trials, process-based ex-

2. Development-to ensure that
existing and new knowledge

is speedily and effectively

converted into improved
action on the ground in forest ecosystems.

3. Operations to ensure that
there is consistent success in

planning, implementing
and monitoring forest management prescriptions; the

allocation of resources
should be based on the con-

siderable community ben-

efits generated by native
forests and the additional
resources needed for success
in an era ofincreasing scientific input to forest management (Squire and Campbell:
In Squire 1989).

will

become irrelevant. Forest management practices could be driven by

4. Management information

conservation pressures that have

systems to ensure that there
is immediate feedback, re-

little or nothing to do with science
other than circumscribing its prac-

view and re-development

based on rigorous field

ment." This proposal will build on
the strong record of cooperative
research established since the in-

tice through appeals to the emo-

ception of VSP. It is planned to

management decisions are based
on subjective judgements must be

monitoring of the effectiveness of forest management
practices in meeting clearly
defined environmental and
socio-economic standards.

Co-operative Research Centres
(CRC). The proposed title for the
CRC is "Management of Forested

Lands for Sustainable Develop-

extend this co-operation to include

the Oregon State University and
the U.S. Forest Service.

tions and fears of a confused public.

Therefore, the extent to which

made perfectly clear. Clear distinctions must be made among the sci-

entific, political, financial, and
CONCLUSION
Figure 3 illustrates the conceptual framework for achieving more
effective forest management, build-

ing enduring trust in the forestry
profession, and ensuring that deci-

sions on the future of Australia's
limited native forests are truly in
the best interests of all Australians.

The multi-disciplinary research
being undertaken by VSP is a fun-

damental building block for the
successful development of this
framework.

The imperatives of community
involvement, scientific objectivity

technological constraints on forest
management options.

and adequate resources must be
linked with integrated education

Adequate resources must be

action to achieve a continuing improvementin the effectiveness and
acceptance of forest management
practices. At the professional level,
integrated education action should
involve field practitioners, planners
and research scientists in the ongoing and open review and redevelopment of forest management
practices that are essential for consistency and cost-effectiveness in
balancing explicitwood production
and conservation objectives.

made available for the increasingly

intensive research, planning and

operational inputs required for
success in achieving a balance between economic and environmental considerations, whilst resolving
social antagonism towards forestry.

At a minimum, there must be adequate resources for:
1. Research-based on an integrated approach combining

well-designed, long-term
12
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Identify critical processes
likely to be influenced by
silvicultural/management
inputs,
(e.g., N mineralization)

Identify critical state
variables likely to be
influenced by silvicultural/
management inputs.
(e.g., soil fertility)
Existing knowledge
and extern al inputs

Process-based expory
studies with CSIRO,
universities, etc.

CONCEPTUAL
MODEL

Refine model --->

WORKING
MODEL

/-term

field experiments
by DOE

<- Refine model

+

Refine model

Predict silvicultural and
management effects

DECISION SUPPORT
SYSTEM (DSS)

Cooperative inputs

<- involving DOE, community

(e.g., Expert system)

groups, industry, etc.

Implement the decision

FIELD MONITORING
Monitor reliability of model
predictions against environmental
and socio-economic criteria, (e.g.,
timber production, flora, soil,
water, etc.)

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION
SYSTEM
Oentral storage of field monitoring data
for review and refinement of the model
and, in a wider sense, for accountability
to the community.

Figure 3. Integration of research findings and practical experience to improve native-forest
management.
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Failure to meet these requirements for community involvement,
high scientific objectivity, adequate
resources and integrated education
action could mean that our profession will become irrelevant and that
much ofAustralia's valuable native

forests would no longer be available for wood production. Such an
outcome would, at present, be scientifically unsustainable, and as
such be unacceptable to the profession and inconsistent with two key

DCE, who approved that application. I am also grateful for the pro-

egy. Government Printer,
Melbourne. 104 p.

fessional guidance and strong
support of Dr. Bob Smith, Deputy
Director General (Water Resources
and Land Protection, Forests, and

Government of Victoria. 1989. Inquiry into the proposed trial of
the Value Adding Utilization

Fisheries) and Barrie Dexter,

System, Central and East

former Assistant Director, (Forest
Management and Research).
Finally, I wish to acknowledge
the support of the College of Forestry, Starker Forests, and others

Gippsland Forest Management
Areas under the Environmen-

who have sponsored the Starker

lease
2. Recommendations ofMinister for Planning and Environment.
3.Panel report as submitted

policy principles adopted by Lectures in memory of T.J. Starker
Australia's Resource Assessment and Bruce Starker. Professor Jim

tal Effects Act:

1.Joint ministerial press re-

"Resource use decisions

Boyle, who organized the lectures,
deserves special mention for inviting me to participate and for lead-

should seek to optimize the
net benefits to the commu-

ing his colleagues in providing
outstanding support, hospitality

and Environment by:

nity from the nation's re-

and professional stimulus during

Smith, A.)

sources...," and

my stay in Corvallis.

Commission, namely:

to Minister for Planning

Gruen, F.H.; Leslie, A.;

B i hi i ogra phy

Land Conservation Council. 1988.
Statewide assessment of public
land use. Victoria, Australia.
July 1988. 344 p.

tainable development to

Ashton, D.H. 1985. The root and
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present generations while

shoot development of Eucalyptus regnans F. Muell. Aust. J.
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"Conservation is the management of the human use

of the biosphere so that it
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meet the needs and aspirations of future generations."
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Institutional Stability:
A Requisite for Sustainable Forestry
By Robert G. Lee

originating from Old Testament

Sustainable forestry
focuses on the multiple
ecological functions of
forests and includes
people as part of the
ecological system to be
sustained.

Dr. Robert Lee is a social scientist
and Professor of Forest Resources
at the University of Washington,
Seattle.

covenants) by extending to future
generations the productive capacity and ecological resilience oflandbased ecosystems.
The ideal of sustainability has

been extended from the forestry
profession to issues of broader environmental management by contemporary leaders concerned with
global warming, ozone depletion
in the upper atmosphere, tropical
deforestation, industrial pollution,
and other threats to localized ecosystems and the biosphere. A commitment to "sustainable develop-

founded on the moral imperative of sustainability. As early
as 1713, German foresters used the

ment" is the central theme of the
Brundtland Commission report,
Our Common Future. This report
defines the basic principle of sustainable development as the "abil-

term "sustention," and they have

ity.. [of humanity] . . to ensure that

subsequently defined its basic concept as "to maintain the forest and

it meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability
of future generations to meet their
own needs" (World Commission
on Environment and Development
1987, p. 8).

The forestry profession was

its effects and performances also

for the generations to come"
(WiebeckeandPeters 1984,p. 177).
The principle of sustainability pre-

ceded the emergence of autono-

mous professions found in the

When placed within this global
ecological context, sustainable for-

modern state and guided officers
of royal counts assigned responsi-

estry has taken on broader mean-

bilityforforest conservation (Young
1979, Perlin 1989). Hence, the current concern with sustainability is

commitments to sustained yield

simply the reworking of an inherited idea.

ing than was found in older
(Lee 1990a). Sustainable forestry
focuses on the multiple ecological
functions of forests and includes

people as part of the ecological

The idea of sustainable forestry
is relatively simple. I define it as the

system to be sustained. The

perpetuation of essential ecologi cal pro-

explicitly includes humans as part

cesses while also providing goods and

of the biosphere. Contemporary
sustainable forestry must involve

services needed by people, both now and

in the future. Sustainable forestry
builds upon ancient traditions of
land stewardship (including some

Brundtland Commission report

concern with the ecological role of

forests at all geographic scales.
Examples include global carbon
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and oxygen cycling and global wood

production and consumption; regional hydrologic cycling and regional distribution of animal and
human recreational habitats; and
site-specific habitat manipulation

for fish, wildlife, and human

erally a shared set of taken-forrecreationists.
The broad ecological vision of granted assumptions about how to
sustainable forestry enjoys wide- think or act with respect to a set of
spread public support and is situations. Hence, cultural themes
thought to be so fundamental to
human welfare that it is beyond
questioning. Yet the affirmation of
moral ideals embodied in this principle cloud serious obstacles to its
implementation. Successful implementation will be far more likely

Most important is the
possibility that the oldgrowth controversy is
when it is based on a clear and
realistic assessment of the possibili- fundamentally a moral
ties for its implementation than on and religious dispute
uncritical acceptance of idealistic
rather than a scientific or
principles.
My remarks are intended to technical problem.
initiate a critical assessment of sustainable forestry. Twill address four
questions:
1. What cultural themes governing relationships to nature may affect the implementation of sustainable forestry?

cannot be generalized to individuals, since individuals may or may

not express a widely shared cultural theme. Cultural themes are
not as clearly articulated as doctrines that are explicitly defined,
debated, and defended, but they

can be as effective as doctrines, or
even more so, in eliciting conformity
with their postulates. They are
successful implementation?
unwritten scripts for guiding belief
3. How are these alternative and behavior.
I will consider two competing
themes expressed in the concultural
themes that may find extemporary controversy over
pression
in the implementation of
the preservation ofold growth
sustainable
forestry:
forests in the Pacific North-

greatest chance of yielding

west?

old growth controversy?

participation by all affected
parties and implementation

by residents of rural communities, including agency
land managers who reside
there.
The basic assumptions embod-

ied in these themes will be evaluated in light of over 60 years of
sociological research on the conditions under which natural resource
conservation behavior is possible.
This will be followed by a discussion of how these themes have been

expressed in the current controversy over old growth preservation,

including the efforts to preserve
the northern spotted owl in the
Pacific Northwest.
Focus on the old growth issue
represents only a small part of the
complex human ecological considerations involved in managing forests.

2. Which cultural theme has the

4. What are the long-term implications of adopting either
of the themes found in the

decentralized, democratic

theme Opler means "the activities,
prohibition of activities, or references which result from the acceptance or affirmation of a theme in a
society" (p. 199). A cultural theme
is not reducible to the beliefs and
attitudes of individuals, but is gen-

1. Immediate change in forest
management practices over
most of the forest land base,
beginning with a participa-

tory planning process and
culminating in top-down

Only a few of the broader

ecological functions of forests are
considered when focusing on wood
production and old growth protection. However, understanding of
other ecological functions can be
advanced by revealing the cultural
basis for conflict over old growth
forests, since cultural themes are
seldom restricted to discrete func-

tions and may be expressed in a
wide range of activities related to
forests. Most important is the possibility that the old growth controversy is fundamentally a moral and
religious dispute rather than a scientific or technical problem. Moral
and religious disputes cannot be
resolved by the application of technology and rational planning processes, and naive application of such

rationality can often make a situation worse (Bellah 1975).

I will conclude by exploring

A cultural theme is defined as "a

governmental control or

possible future expressions of each
cultural theme with the purpose of

postulate or position, declared or
implied; and usually stimulating
behavior or controlling activity,

control by bioregionally defined communities, and

encouraging scientists, resource
professionals, and the public to

which is tacitly approved or openly
promotedin asociety" (Opler 1985,
p. 198). By expressions of a cultural

2. Moderately paced change in

carefully consider the implications
of tacitly expressing either theme.

tices involving continuing,

choices we face when attempting to

forest management prac- A better understanding of the
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implement sustainable forestry will
result from such critical thinking.

Alternative Cultural Themes
for Sustainable Forestry
Despite general agreement on
the need to implement "sustainable forestry," sustainability means
different things to differentpeople.

Institutional Stability: A Requisite for Sustainable Forestry

and the Bureau of Land Manage- ments. A cautious view of rapid
ment (Shannon 1990). Dissatisfied change arises from several sources:
advocates for immediate change scientists concerned about the need
triggered the centralized authority to accumulate new knowledge by
of the Endangered Species Act to testing hypotheses (a laborious and
achieve protection of old growth time-consuming process), public
forests that constitute habitat for officials concerned about the efthe northern spotted owl. Listing fects of rapid change on land-manof the spotted owl resulted in deci- agement organizations, and leaders
sions that superseded plans origi- in communities dependent on tim-

Current efforts to develop and nating from 10 years of bitter
implement sustainable forestry
practices reveal a significant diver-

gence between people expressing
different cultural themes.
One theme embodies the assumption that immediate and large-

scale change is absolutely necessary for the earth's ecosystems to
survive (Soule 1985, Maser 1988).
The flow of time mustbe suspended,
the earth reenchanted, and forests
protected from human destruction
(these elements of the theme will
be discussed below). Preservation
of old growth forests is simply one

of many battles for survival that
must be waged.
Expression of this theme takes
several forms. Some people argue

that struggles will involve the at-

tempt to replace the capitalist
system's short-range emphasis on
profits with a commitment to longterm sustainability (Maser 1988).
Several alternative institutional arrangements for achieving sustainability are mentioned, including
social control by scientifically in-

formed central authorities, and
decentralized and ecologically au-

tonomous bioregional commu-

Dissatisfied advocates
for immediate change
triggered the centralized
authority of the
Endangered Species Act
to achieve protection of
old-growth forests that
constitute habitat for the
northern spotted owl.

ber harvesting who worry about the

survival of communities, family
welfare, and jobs.
This theme is also distinguished

by its assumption that more old
growth is not necessarily better, either socially or ecologically. Prac-

tical considerations and wellgrounded scientific findings are the

primary means for deciding how
much old growth should be preserved.

The basic principles underlying these two themes are not peculiar to forestry or even to broader
conservation issues. The divergent
concerns with urgency and orderly
change are certainly not the origi-

nal thoughts of their most recent

proponents. They have been
conflict and hard-won compromises. Sustainability, according to

this cultural theme, is thought to
require immediate protection for
most of the remaining old growth
forests.

The other cultural theme embodies the assumptions that change

thought and written about many
times before. Many people have
studied the history and expressions

of the ideas from which these
themes have emerged (see especially SowelI 1987 and Lindblom
1990). What is unique to those who
express these themes is the serious-

must be moderated, the earth is ness and historical naiveté with
morally neutral, and humans are which they take their positions
agents for land stewardship (to be within an inherited culture. With
discussed below). This theme has

each new generation, people who

been expressed in attempts to

express cultural themes operate

(1976) for an historical argument

implement sustainable forestry by

welcoming a return to the Dark

making substantial changes in silvi-

under the illusion that their beliefs
are novel and progressive. The possibility that they are simply rework-

nities (Sale 1985; see also Stavrianos

Ages).

Participatory planning has not

always succeeded in promoting
immediate change on the geographic scale thought necessary.
Mutual adjustments among competing interests prevented vast areas of old growth forests from being

preserved through the social con-

tracts embodied in the planning
process of the U.S. Forest Service

cultural practices and by setting
aside additional old growth forests
when there are sound scientific reasons for so doing. It also embraces
the need to experiment with "new

ing old themesthat they are
captives of inherited ideasrnay
not occur to them. The historical
origin of these themes is the topic

forestry" practices that may pro- of a forthcoming paper. Let us now
turn to long-established findings
about what makes conservation
This theme is clearly distin- possible with the objective of evaluguished by its assumption that ating the likely consequences of
change should occur at a rate that expressing either of these two culpermits orderly, mutual adjust- tural themes.
vide alternatives to existing patterns
of clear-cutting (Franklin 1989).
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What Will Make Sustainable
Forestry Possible?

social orders in question? (p.
150-15 1).

Firey understood American

Walter Firey, a distinguished
culture and its unquestionable comsociologist who studied natural remitment to the ideal of natural resources, dedicated his career to insources conservationa value that
vestigating the conditions under
had taken on the force of a moral
which conservation behavior beimperative. Yet he observed great
comes possible. Firey referred to
disparity between the idealistic cornthe basic issues that underlie susmitmen t to conservation values and
tainable forestry when he stated,
the actual behavior of people who
"there are many kinds of activities
managed natural resources. Studwhich.. .require some kind of oriof soil and water management
entation on the part of human ies
showed that the future-referring
agents to a remote future (1963, p.
values were insufficient for moti150)." He struggled with the same
vating farmers to practice conserproblems we find so troubling when
he said:
The cultivation of certain pe-

rennial tree crops, such as
olive oil, cocoa, and pecan,
presupposes many years of
care before the cultivatorwill
reap any marketable crop at
all. Sustained yield manage-

ment of forests in several
European countries has involved reproduction cycles
of more than a century. Amortization of capital invest-

ments in some mining and
plantation enterprises often
transcend the span ofa single

generation. Maintenance of
soil fertility in peasant cultures, such as those of Europe and China, has imposed
costs upon generations who
have never realized any com-

pensation for their trouble
(p. 150).
He sought to explain how societies
succeeded in motivating people to
work for objectives that would not
be realized during their lives, posing two questions:

Is this sacrificial effort by
one generation for the welfare of another generation
the function of explicit future-referring values? Or is
it rather an epiphenomenal

manifestation of certain
structural properties of the

before Firey's time.

Erich

Zimmerman (1951), the noted resource economist, said,

All perennial culture, but
particularly the planting of
trees, rests on the stability of

social institutions. No one
would be foolish enough to
spend a decade or more.. .to
build up an olive grove which

can bear fruit for a century
unless he feels reasonably
sure of a reward for himself
and his descendants (p. 376)

The record of international

vation. Farmers did not necessarily
express in their behavior the ideal-

development efforts in forestry has
convincingly documented the im-

shared.
Firey (1959, 1963) concluded
that conservation behavior requires
at least two conditions, in addition
to being biologically possible:

for conservation. People in developing countries have not been willing to plant and tend long-maturing

istic values of the culture they portance of institutional stability

crops such as trees when the

1. Individuals must internalize

chances of realizing gains were diminished by unstable land-tenure
arrangements, inadequate control

conservation values into

over fire and grazing, and an inabil-

their consciences, and
2. These values must be articu-

lated with social relationships in ways that motivate
conformity; e.g., they must
be both expedient (gainful
to the individual or group)
and psychologically satisfy-

ing (maintain self-esteem
and group identification).

He noted that values that do not
become embodied in ongoing social relationships can have only an
ideological status, and observed that

conservation values in contemporary American culture are largely
ideological. The ideological character of American conservation has
changed little since Firey reached
this conclusion thirtyyears ago, and
it may even be reflected in the rhetoric of "sustainable forestry."

There has been very little

ity to enforce property rights
(Fortmann 1988). Threats to or
uncertainty about property rights
can also result in the abandonment
of past commitments to resource

conservationfailure to maintain
an irrigation system or to protect
established trees from fire or illegal
use, for example.

Conservation of natural resources is possible only when insti-

tutional conditions remain stable
or when institutional change occurs at a rate at which people can
reinternalize newvalues and incorporate these values into ongoing
social relationships. A decade or
more rather than years is the appropriate scale for promoting and
measuring institutional change.
Many of the failures in international forestry development efforts
can be attributed to top-down plan-

ning that imposed rational blueprints for radical change in land

progress in understanding that val-

utilization and management

ues must be institutionalized before they can affect behavior. Yet
this principle was well understood

ure arrangements are ignored,
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(Korten and Klauss 1984). When
traditional customs and land-ten-
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people either refuse to complywith

the imposed change, or they undermine its success. Sabotage of
government plantations in Thailand, Indonesia, Israel, and other
countries is a direct answer to imposed change. Conservation of
natural resources is contingent on
conservation of social traditions and

customs. For this reason, revolutionary change runs a far greater
risk of producing losses of natural
resources than do slower forms of
institutional change. Experience
shows that sustainable development

"Their possible re-institutionalization in another or succeeding social order must be wholly
problematic" (p. 156). Hence, Firey
is skeptical about any revolutionary
leap of faith.
Such social science generalizations were anticipated by the conservative wisdom of Edmund Burke
(1987) over a century ago, when he
observed:

Society is indeed a contract.
partnership. . the ends of
.

often requires a bottom-up ap-

such a partnership cannot
be obtained in many gen-

proach in which individual gainful-

erations, it becomes a part-

ness and social acceptability are
maintained or enhanced (Korten

nership not only between
those who are living, but

and Klauss 1984).

between those who are liv-

We have had similar experiences in the United States. Federal
and state governments attempted
to impose a centralized system of
wildfire suppression on farmers and
ranchers who had developed prescribed burning practices essential
for managing their lands. Centralized control was never totally suc-

cessful and was

ing, those who are dead, and
those who are yet to be born
(p. 100-101).

Burke was reacting to the cultural

erosion brought about by the
French Revolution. But his words
are equally relevant to an evaluation of cultural themes that maybe

ultimately

abandoned in favor of an approach

that permitted prescribed burninga practice only recently recognized as ecologically sound (Pyne
1982).
Some of the recent accelerated

harvesting on private forest lands

in the Pacific Northwest can be
attributed directly to a cynical, short-

Nothing is more
significant to recent
changes in public mood
than the fear that "the
earth is dying."

range view originating from the
climate of increasing institutional
instability (Lee 1990b). "Getting
the timber while the getting is still
good" is entirely analogous to Thai
graze their cows on the fresh grass.

Both short-sighted practices are
products of institutional instabil-

expressed in old growth protecBurke reminds us that the motive
of revolutionary change is to per-

manently break the bonds of

they are tied to particular social

intergenerational partnerships by
rejecting the contributions of the
dead, imposing the beneficial will
of one group of living on others
(both living and yet to be born)
and replacing imperfect institutional certainties destined for fu-

orders whose eventual demise they
are destined to share" (p. 157), and

ture generations with ideologically
inspired hopes of a better world.

ity.

Firey (1963) stated the need
for institutional stability as a general proposition: "Future-referring
values.. .are time-and space-bound;

The Culture of Old Growth
Protection
Why the Change in Public Mood?

Nothing is more significant to
recent changes in public mood than

the fear that "the earth is dying."
Images of death abound in reports
that the earth's ozone shield is being destroyed by chemical pollutants, tropical deforestation is out of
control, global warming threatens

to disrupt climates and melt the
polar ice caps, acid rain is killing
forests, and more and more species
are becoming extinct. Many people

are profoundly disturbed by the
fear that "nature is coming to an

end"that there will be nothing
"natural" left in the world and that
human biological continuity will
be a shared responsibility
(McKibben 1989).
A contagious apocalyptic mood
is expressed by many leaders in the

environmental movementespecially among spokespersons for
immediate environmental reform,

including many in the scientific
community (Soule 1985). Fear
about the continuity of life has pro-

farmers who set fire to the tion and silvicultural practices.
government's pine plantation and

Let us take a closer look at the
cultural theme underlying immediate old growth protection. \Te
will begin by offering a possible
explanation for the shift in public
mood expressed in a vision of sudden rebirth and renewal.
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duced what Robert Lifton (1983)
calls an "identity of the meaninglessly doomed." A collective selfdefinition as a people waiting for a
pointless apocalypse has for many
replaced the energizing self-image
of a people who secured freedom,
builtanation, and continue to work
hard to perpetuate both this progressive way of life and the land on
which it depends (Hurst 1956, Thomas 1989).

There are no clear explanations for the sudden onset ofapocalyptic thinking. After all, scientific
evidence of global ecological prob-

lems has been accumulating for
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importance of these forests as enduring symbols of undisturbed nature, not their biological functions,
that has such broad public appeal
(Maser 1988). If maintaining ecological functions were the primary

hope and visions of salvation. Not
knowing what is going to happen,
they fear the worst. The increasing
realization of a global environmental crisis is just the most recent reminder of howwe are tyrannized by

media, science, and religiona objective, there would be more sup-

the unpredictability of historical
time. Mircea Eliade (1974, p. 56)
understood such fear when he remarked that we are virtually para-

decades, and predictions of the
apocalypse have been recurring for
thousands ofyears. One of the most
plausible hypotheses links this shift
in mood to the emergence of a new

cohort of leaders in government,
cohort imprinted by social ferment
and cynicism in the 1960s and 70s.
The 1962 "Point Huron Statement",

port for morally neutral scientific

knowledge to provide a rational
basis for old growth protection and

Left, sought to release revolution-

management practices.

ary energywhen it stated: "Ourwork
is guided by the sense that we may
be the last generation in the experimentwith living." This was echoed

lyzed by the "terror of history."
Humans have always sought to
confront the terror of death by de-

Cultural Features of
Old Growth Protection

veloping a sense of immortality
participation in
symbolic

a primary manifesto of the New modified old growth harvesting and

in 1990 by a new manifesto supporting revolutionary action: "We

have only ten years to save the
earthy"

The idea that revolutionary
change can ward off "the death of
nature" has been increasingly expressed as a cultural theme rivaling
that of orderly change. Large trees
and old growth -forests have become symbols of immortality and

biological continuity in a world
threatened by ecological change.

What are the basic elements of

this cultural change? Three elements are evident in the expressions of a need for immediate and
large-scale protection ofold growth:

1. A flight from time

noring the far more important need
to reduce fossil-fuel consumption.
Survival ofnature requires that
old ways of doing things must die.
Rebirth, emergence of the "new",

requires destruction of the "old".
The emotional appeal of this theme
is compelling, since nothing is more

basic to the human spirit than the
continuity of life (Lifton 1983). This

spirit of transformation has many
cultural tributaries, including "New
Age" thinking, revolutionary consciousness, discontent born of un-

ing. Four ways of expressing a sense

of immortality are most common:
biological continuity of a family,
theological formulations guiding
religious beliefs in live after death,
creative works such as writing and

the arts, and participation in the
natural order of the world (Lifton

2. A sanctification of nature

1983, p. 18).
But these symbolic expressions

3. Abelief that humans are defilers and violators of nature

may also permit people to escape
from the "terror of history" by embracing a "dream time" in which

and must learn to respect past, present, and future are melded

Even President Bush has embraced
other life forms.
this symbolism with his 1990 proposals for solving the problems of While few people who support old
global warming by preserving for- growth preservation are conscious

ests and planting treestotally ig-

something larger and more endur-

of these elements, these ideas are
clearly evident in the expressions
of leading advocates. It is important to understand these characteristics, because they are inherited

together in a timeless present. Such
flights from time are common following major social dislocations or
disasters, or abrupt social and cul-

tural change (Lifton 1983). Religion has provided an important
means for institutionalizing escape
from the terrors of history. But there

are many examples of events for

ideas that may be unthinkingly which religions failed to effectively
adopted by members of the gen- channel collective fears and guilt.
eral public and thus influence how
people will go about preserving old
growth.

Escape from Time
Humans are creatures of time.

Rapid social change in the Middle
Ages produced many outbursts of
irrational collective behavior, in-

cluding the Crusades (Cohen
1961). Fears of nuclear war bought

on by the Cold War, the Cuban
missile crisis, and the emerging Viet-

resolved fear and guilt, and the We live in historical timetime nam War may have contributed to
punctuated by change, threats, the youth protest movements of
quest for spiritual authenticity.
opportunities, losses, and triumphs. the late 1960s and early 1970s
The old growth controversy
We find it disquieting to live in time
appears to have less to do with the
ecology of native forests than with
cultural change. Although biological scientists have established im-

portant facts about old growth
forests (Franklin 1989), it is the

punctuated by historical events be-

cause we worry about the future
and regret past omissions and mistakes. Some people are plagued by
guilt and anxiety, emboldened by
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(Lifton 1983). In all these cases,

perception was altered and the ability to reason was inhibited.

Today an idealized past is recaptured through symbols such as
the "AncientForest" (oldgrowth)-

Robert G. Lee

the forest that escapes the vicissitudes of forests that have been rav-

aged by historical time. The

Institutional Stability: A Requisite for Sustainable Forestry

Collective guilt about the defilement of the earth and fear about

Western religious views of human responsibility for nature have

threats to biological continuity of recently been subordinated to a

historical and ecological realities
affecting forests are many. World
population growth, with its everincreasing demand for agricultural

life may ultimately provide the best
explanation for such denials of reality (Lifton 1983). Hence, the fun-

belief in moral equality with nature

damental

land, is the primary cause of defor-

underlying

unlike animism, contemporary

sustainable forestry may turn out to

reenchantment of nature features
not simply concrete objects, but
ideas and concepts originating in
modern science and technology

issue

(see origins of this argument in
White 1967 and Nash 1989). Yet

estation in the tropics. Demands

have more to do with how people

for housing, packaging, paper, and

manage or fail to manage their guilt

other wood products are increasing along with population growth
and have reached unprecedented

and fearor how their guilt and

levels in the United States and other

adequately resolve a basic paradox
of human existence: the knowledge
that we are organisms and cannot
live without taking from life.

construct of the "ecosystem" has
been popularized in non-scientific

tection and adaptation, because Sanctification of Nature
climates may change faster than
trees can adapt. Even today's old
Closely linked to the escape

ecosystem forguidance" or "respect-

affluent nations. Climate change
induced by global warming may
require far more active manipula-

fear is "managed" by others. Gnilt

and fear arise from a failure to

tion of forests to facilitate their pro-

growth forests may, like all contemporary forests of Europe, someday
have to be actively managed to ensure their adaptation to a changing
climate.
The "Ancient Forest" is a symbol of immortality, endurance, and

biological continuity that escapes
these "terrors of history." The slide
show at Portland's World Forestry
Center old growth exhibition expressed this meaningwhen it stated,
.immune to time, ecosystems con-

tinue to turn."
The escape from time manifests itselfat an individual levelwhen

people who express this cultural
theme disassociate their own consumption of land and wood products from the harvesting of forests.
Such denial of historical time and
ecological reality may be induced
by feelings of guilt about forest de-

logical continuity. Someone re-

discourse. It has taken on a god-like

quality, leading people to talk unscientifically about "looking to the

from time are beliefs that there is

ing the ecosystem." References to
"hurting the ecosystem," "ecosystem fragility," and "ecosystem col-

something sacred about old growth.

lapse" also reflect a popularized

References to "cathedral forests"
have been common for hundreds
of years, but there is an increasing
feeling that old growth forest ecosystems occupy "sacred space". Sus-

pension of the "profane time" of
history opens people to the experience of "sacred time". Sanctuaries
(Eliade 1974) institutionalize places

where people can have opportunities to escape into "sacred time."

Reservation of old growth areas
large enough to maintain natural
ecological processes is the institutional form advocated for such sacred spaces.
There is nothing unusual about
ascribing spiritual power to natural
objects. Most of the world's religions have emphasized the spiri-

tual potency of natural objects,
struction and fear that continued whether trees, rocks, mountains,

forest harvesting will threaten bio-

(Thomas 1989).
The morally neutral scientific

or springs (Van Der Leeuw 1963).
Animism is still common, even in
some modernized nations such as

The fundamental issue
underlying sustainable
forestry may turn out to
have more to do with how
people manage or fail to
manage their guilt and

fearor how their guilt
and fear is "managed" by
others.

scientific view that has reified morally neutral scientific constructs as

vital, living, and even enchanted
things.
Equally revealing are the sym-

cently exhibited such irrationality
bolic appropriations of scientific
when he chastised me for pointing Japan. The Abrahamic religions concepts used in landscape ecolout how the loggers and their fami- rejected these beliefs and placed ogy. Landscape fragmentation has
lies will be impacted by efforts to
humans in a spiritually neutral re- come to represent death, or the
preserve the northern spotted owl, lationship to the earth, yielding the dismembering of an "ecosystem."
while he simultaneously took great European tradition's ambiguous Conversely, landscape connectivity
pride in the beautiful old growth mixture of resource utilization and represents lifethe maintenance
cedar he was using in his house- land stewardship.
of the "nerve fibers" of an ecosysremodeling project.
tem. These reifications stand in
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sharp contrast to the morally neutral scientific view that is restricted

In traditional Native American beliefs these old forests are living beings.

group (of victims) against which
others (victimizers) can contrast

their claim to immortality. Victimthat belief. They argue that nature izers actually experience a threat to
has inherent rights, that the natural the life of their own group, around

to analyzing the ecological pro- Today, some people seem to echo
cesses operating at the scale ofland-

Documentation of
scapes.
migration corridors for elk is an
example.

world exists separately from people, and

which they justify their actions"

does not belong to anybody (my em-

(Lifton 1983, p. 302).
Victimization is generally associated with major historical disloca-

phasis).

Humans as Despoilers of a
Natural Order

Sanctification of nature is

There is no reference to the
older idea that humans are en-. tions in which people struggle
dowed with an inner spirit and are
charged with moral responsibility

linked to the nihilistic belief that
humans are an ecologically corrupt
species that has fouled its nest. It is
believed that humans have lost, or
never had, a capacity for developing moral responsibility sufficient

to control their defilement of nature. They have stepped out of their

natural role and are unique in nature only in their power to destroy
one another and the earth. Hence
the necessity for protecting nature
from human interference.
The belief that humans are not
part of the "natural harmony" of
ecosystems is reflected in nihilistic
metaphors that are used to describe
human activities. Humans are portrayed as a "plague" or a "cancer"
that is destroying the earth. Other
forms of life are superior to us because they are more "natural" and

Hence, it is not surprising
that the old growth
movement has resulted
in institutionalized
victimization of loggers.
Those who can be
portrayed as symbols of
death because they kill
trees and "fragment the
ecosystem" make easy
victims.The evidence of
victimization is pervasive
and indisputable.

don't disrupt the environment.
"Nature" must be placed in preserves to keep it safe from humans

for taking care of the earth. The

from ourselves. Such thinking culture of old growth protection is
reflects a profound sense of disenchantment with the humrn poten-

informed by a reverence for an ab-

stract conception of an "ecosystial for moral development and tem"a "natural order of things"
stewardship responsibility.
The old growth forest exhibi-

tion at the World Forestry Center
contains a revealing description

under the heading of "Spiritual
Resources":

Old-growth forests offer
spiritual solace. The grandeur and immensity of the
forest emphasizes our place
in the order of things. Oldgrowth forests give us sanctu-

ary from the pressures and
demands of everyday 4fe.

that is sacred because it is not yet
defiled by the violence of humans.
Disenchantment with people
can take many forms. One of them,
scapegoating, is a commonly associated with feelings of panic, fear,
and collective guilt (Becker 1973,
Lifton 1983). Scapegoating of log-

gers has become common. Much
has been learned about
scapegoating because of the prevalence of racism in American soci-

ety. However, racism is simply a
specific form of victimization
"... the creation of a death-tainted
24

against spiritual and physical destruction. Past losses, such as the

bombing of Pearl Harbor at the
opening of World War II, resulted
not only in the war against Japan,
but also in victimization of Americans of Japanese ancestry as well.
The story of their internment and
suffering is well known.
Hence, it is not surprising that
the old growth movement has resulted in institutionalized victimization of loggers. Those who can
be portrayed as symbols of death
because they kill trees and "fragment the ecosystem" make easyvictims. The evidence of victimization
is pervasive and indisputable. Loggers have been blamed for destroy-

ing the forests and vilified in
political cartoons, newspaper editorials, serial cartoons, magazine
articles, and numerous other mainstream media. "Owl murder" has
even entered the lexicon of the
Sunday comics.
Scapegoating generally arises
when guilt and self-hatred cause
people to project upon others negative attributes of themselves (Becker
1973). Blaming loggers for cutting

trees while living in wood houses

and consuming paper and other
wood products is a form of irratio-

nal behavior that probably arises
from denial of reality, especially
the realities of collective guilt, self-

deprecation, and fears of death.
But such thinking also denies the
reality of the logger who works with

nature to meet people's needs for
wood products, and who is often
far more connected to nature and
has accepted the paradox of having
to take from life in order to live. As

has happened with racism,
scapegoating usually undermines

Robert G. Lee

itselfwhen people eventually come
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stance abuse, suicide, and interper-

to see its irrationality and the hy- sonal violence are predictable repocrisy of the moral high ground sults that are already well known
staked by the victimizers.
among other groups experiencing
Last August, Backpacker maga-

zine featured wilderness photographer Art Wolfe, who was quoted as
saying:

I hate 'em. The whole damn

logging industry should
come down with a rare form
of cancer...They're murder-

ing...They want to have all

the old growth cut before

anybody can stop 'em.
They're ignorant, and
they've got to learn a different way of life.

A cartoon in Defenders magazine shows a Forest Service ranger
struggling with his conscience; an

victimization.
Do denial of time and historical reality, the enchantment of nature, and the victimization ofpeople
provide an unstable foundation for
implementing sustainable forestry?
Is this abrupt departure from traditional institutions simply too great

to facilitate successful change?
Accumulated knowledge about social and cultural change leads me
to provide affirmative answers to

these questions. To paraphrase
Firey, institutionalization of a new

and caulk boots and clutches a
devil's pitchfork in one hand and a

chain saw in the other. Loggers
have been stereotyped repeatedly
in Far Side cartoons. Even
McDonald's was caught up in the
mania of victimization when it ran
an ad featuring a twisted chain saw
to deny any responsibility for tropical deforestation involving conversion of forests to pastures for beef
production.

Victims experience tremendous suffering, resentment, anger,

and frustration. Dr. Louise
Fortmann of the University of California at Berkeley has reported that
in 17 years as a sociologist, includ-

ing extensive experience in poverty-stricken Africa, she has never
seen such pain and suffering as she
witnessed while interviewing loggers and other wood products workers in rural California last summer.
Victims have few outlets for these
emotions and, like all victims, have
a tendency to participate in turn in

victimization of others to escape
spiritual or physical death and to
preserve their own sense of power
(Lifton 1983). Elevated rates of sub-

Historical Time is Lived

The bedrock of traditional
American culture is embodied in
the way of life of rural entrepreneurs and their employees. Unpre-

dictable markets, boom-and-bust

cycles of resource exploitation,
unfavorable weather, bad luck, and

the risks of injury and death are
ecological order in some future embraced instead of avoided.
society must remain entirely problematic. There are enormous risks
in revolutionary change.

angel sits on one shoulder and a Traditional Cultures and Rural

devil on the other. But the pointedtailed devil is wearing a plaid shirt

A close examination of how
people living in rural communities
express these elements iswarranted
so that we may assess the potential
for sustainable forestry to develop
through expressions of this cultural
theme.

Communities
Rural communities provide the
primary connection between mod-

ern societies and the non-urban

Toughness and strength of character built by facing risks are highly
valued and are prized as the "stuff'
necessary to develop the nation and
compete in a hostile international
environment. Yet there have been
social costs to economic turbulence
and hard and riskywork. High rates

of injury and death and periodic
unemployment has taken its toll on

entrepreneurs and families, conrial sustenance. Hence they are tributing to family instability and
centrally important to sustainable suffering. The "terror of history"
forestry. Rural communities also that only worries affluent urban
tend to perpetuate American cul- people is lived by rural wood-prodtural traditions because they are ucts workers.
People learned to cope with
more resistant to change than most
urban settings. The ideas they ex- the unpredictability of life by relypress stand in sharp contrast to the ing on one another and developlands they depend upon for mate-

elements of the cultural theme guiding advocates of old growth protection.

Traditional American ruralcommunity culture expresses: 1)
the value of working closely with
nature and accommodating its ecological and historical realities (trees

ing a close appreciation and

working knowledge of the land.
Loggers, especially those working
for "gyppos," acquiredjob security

by cultivating a personal reputation as a "good logger." A good
logger is versatile; he can set chokers, trim logs, and operate and repair heavy equipment. In the past,

and old growth forests take on a
variety of meanings and are not jobs would come and go, but logsimply symbols for immortality), 2) gers could always count on their
adherence to traditional religious reputations to find work. Reputabeliefs, either Christianity or belief tions spread through social netin secular religious principles of works in regions encompassing
Western humanism derived from several towns or counties (Carroll
Christianity, and 3) aview of people

not as defilers of the earth but instead as moral agents for utilizing
and protecting the land.
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and Lee 1990). Although more evident among loggers, others such as
millworkers, shakeworkers, and lo-

cal business people, also rely on
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personal reputations to provide

bation. Innovative and hard-work-

them with economic security.
Despite a history of struggling
to make a living by cutting trees,

ing individuals can earn reputations for becoming "larger than

hauling logs, and manufacturing

The development of the rational, economic view of the environ-

useful products, most wood- products workers have learned the same
sort of conservation ethics Firey and

others have found among farmers.
They care deeply about nature and
express a willingness to learn how

to protect rare and endangered
places and life forms. By taking

life "by becoming

more fully human.

from life. Unlike many people who
live in cities and work entirely with

information, most rural people
know that human needs cannot be
metwithoutploughing fields, planting crops, cutting trees, slaughtering livestock, building dams, and

ment in Western society required
the demystification of nature. Na- constructing roads. This leads
ture was rationalized and defined people to embrace cultural beliefs
scientifically in terms of biophysi- that emphasize their role in meetcal conditions providing human ing people's needs by transforming
satisfaction. Nature became a res- the environment. As agents oftranservoir of natural resources provid- formation, they experience them-

seriously the responsibilities of the

ing multiple opportunities for selves as working to meet the needs

ecological paradox, many have

satisfying human wants and needs,
and people assumed moral responsibility for land stewardship.

come to see themselves as the "true

environmentalists" who meet
society's needs for wood products
while also giving back to the land by

perpetuating its productive capacity. They are often as troubled by
the poor land-management decisions forced upon them by the industries that employ them as they
are by the government regulations
that impede their work.

of others, whether they are laborers struggling to feed, clothe, and
house their families, entrepreneurs
Yet these same cultural at- meeting demands for beef, wood,
tributes of rural life have served as or paper, managers who coordivehicles for promoting adoption of nate activities to make most efficonservation practices. While cient use of limited resources for
Wendell Berry is a mythologized satisfying social demands, or those
rural folk hero who has committed who provide vital services to these
his life to restoration of the land, basic industries. This sense of serthere are thousands of heroic for- vice makes their work exception-

ally meaningful to them, especially
when they also feel they are agents
for "higher purposes" such as land
Nature is Not Sacred
is an example ofhow personal quali- stewardship inspired by traditional
Unlike advocates for old growth ties of unselfish dedication to land secular religious beliefs.
As part of a local society based
preservation and radical reform in stewardship have been honored.
on
reputations,
residents are espePersonal
reputations
for
conservaforest management practices, rucially
vulnerable
to disruptions that
tion
behavior
enjoy
the
same
poral woods-products workers tend to
would
make
their
reputations usetential
for
heroism
as
the
acts
of
romanticize people and view naless.
Unlike
people
who gain ecoeconomic
efficiency
that
have
disture pragmatically. The creation of
nomic
security
by
acquiring
tinguished
"good
loggers,"
and
personal myths is an especially imspecializations
certified
by transIf
other
wood
products
workers.
portant feature of the logging culest landowners whose workis known

only locally. The annual competition for "Tree Farmer of the Year"

ture, although accentuation of built on the cultural traditions of ferrable credentials, the worth of
distinct personalities is pervasive in

rural communities, the adoption locals is defined by who they are in

rural life. People are humanized;
nature is a morally neutral object

of additional conservation practices
necessary to implement sustainable
forestrywould require emphasis on

a community. Their source of eco-

the fuller humanization of people
(as contrasted with the reenchantment of nature and dehumanization of people).

ships rather than success in qualifying for a category of employment.
Guilt is more likely to be associated
with failure to develop their potential as a productive member of society, and fear associated with threats
to the way of life in which personal

that is loved and appreciated for its

special places and qualities but is
readily converted into a commodity.

These patterns reflect the economic individualism and rationalism that is shared by people in rural
communities. They see themselves
as independent economic agents,

Agents for Utilizing and
Protecting the Land

nomic security is based on local
knowledge and personal relation-

reputations are invested.

People have adapted to the
best captured by the term "entreThe nature of their work pre- unstable character of the woodpreneurial spirit." Within the tra- vents many rural people from eseconomy by relying on
ditions of Protestantism and caping into a symbolic world in products
their
reputations
for economic secapitalism the rational calculation which they experience themselves
curity.
A
reduction
in employment
necessary to "make a buck" is not as morally corrupt defilers of naoriginating
with
decisions
by the
only rewarded in economic success ture. They accept the paradox that
forest-products industry can be as
but is also a source of social appro- people cannot live without taking
26
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economically devastating as reductions caused by political decisions
to reallocate public assets. Because
of the belief in the entrepreneurial

culture, market decisions can be
disruptive and painful but socially
acceptable, while political decisions
that involve taking from one group
and giving to another violate basic

understandings of fairness and are
socially unacceptable.
When coupled with mass vic-
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bilities for social conflict, human
suffering, and resource degrada-

and reduce fear of ecological crises

tion likely to result from this intrac-

growth and radically modifying for-

table situation make it imperative
that we seek to understand more

est management practices. The
worship of "old growth" and "natu-

fullywhat could result from expressions of these alternative beliefs.

ral process" icons could enable

Advocates for the immediate

protection of all remaining old
growth forests may have succeeded

ecological disruptions to other nations, where such "dirty industries"

identities, such political decisions
can be devastating to the sense of

Abdication of moderate
quired by building a reputation for leadership by the U.S.
hard work and success in serving Forest Service, the
the needs of the larger society. A
direct assault on this traditional Congress, and other
sense ofagencyis experienced when potential mediating
sudden reductions in timber supauthorities has
ply result from preservation of old
growth and from radical change in inadvertently empowered
forest management practices.
extremists who call for
radical change.
Implications
self-worth that a person has ac-

A crisis atmosphere envelops
the use and management of forests
in the United States. The sense of in convincing influential members
crisis may be exaggerated by the of the American public to support
tension that existswhen people feel the preservation of vast areas of
torn between discernable expres- such forests. But have they prosions ofcompeting cultural themes. vided an institutional framework
People have been left adrift with- that can channel human activity in
out a clear sense of direction from ecologically rational ways? The anresponsible leaders. Abdication of swer is clearly no. Withdrawal of
moderate leadership by the U.S. remaining old growth forests from
Forest Service, the Congress, and harvesting and adoption of modiother potential mediating authori- fied forest management practices
ties has inadvertently empowered would only succeed in institutionextremists who call for radical alizing sanctuaries where "natural
change. Advocates for radical processes" would prevail. Preservachange have such different beliefs tion will do little to improve man-

about humans and their relationship to nature that they are disinclined to compromise with those

agement on lands dedicated

who resist rapid change. As a result,

The prospects that large sectors of the American public will

effective in resolving conflict. Tech-

niques such as public involvement
or organizational reforms in forest
planning will not suffice when the

people to deny the ecological terrors they have inherited from their
predecessors. They could continue
to effectively deny the ecological

consequences of their own consumption activities by exporting

timization that assaults personal

there is little hope that techniques
of organizational solutions will be

by protecting vast tracts of old

exclusively to commodity production.

adopt the idea that old growth and
natural processes are essential for
the "survival of ecosystems" is espe-

cially troubling.

Consistent with

the theme of old growth protecbasis of the conflict is moral and tion, the American public might
religious (Bellah 975). The possi- indeed assuage its collective guilt
27

as logging would be a welcome eco-

nomic opportunity. Yet such a
shared illusion may contribute to
worsening international relations
when the ecological imperialisms,
hypocrisy, and elitism of affluent
people in developed nations becomes even more evident.
The sacrifice of the entrepreneurial culture embodied in rural
communities may, paradoxically,
help to perpetuate environmentally
damaging entrepreneurial activity

in manufacturing and service industries that feed America's insatiable hunger for consumption. By
worshiping trees as symbols of im-

mortality and biological continuity, Americans could relieve some

of their burden of guilt and fear,
and could Continue to produce and

consume energy, goods, and services at the highest per capita rates
in the world. Ozone depletion, global warming, acid rain, and tropi-

cal deforestation could remain
repressed fears in the darkness of
the collective psyche. A religious
affirmation of ancient forest sanctuaries would, like so many previous religions, interpret historical
realities as signs affirming its own
belief structure rather than as historical events requiring rational
assessment, scientific research, stra-

tegic actions, and collective sacri-

fices necessary to benefit future
generations.

Americans would not be
unique in adopting such a collective illusion. Reliance on reasoned
argument, scientific arbitration of
facts about nature, and affirmation
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of the moral dignity of all individuals have not typified very many societies. Even when these qualities have
been present to some degree, they
have been abandoned when societies were disrupted by the turbulent
events of history. Unresolved collective guilt, fear, and loss have been

sources of massive social change
and disruptive collective behavior
(Pois 1983, Lifton 1983).
However, acceptance of a cultural theme that demands the sanctification of nature and the sacrifice

struggle to become more fully human, not to escape into the roman-

tic recesses of Adam Smith's
"invisible hand" or David Brower's
"natural order."

America's tradition of entrepreneurial pragmatism could be
the vehicle for implementing sustainable forestry. Five institutional
strengths would be most important
to achieving sustainable forestry:

of rural entrepreneurial culture is
not the only alternative. Another

individual responsibility, respectfor
individual liberty and local authority, voluntary citizen action, appreciation for practical knowledge, and
belief in a morally neutral and sci-

possible outcome is that influential

entifically defined environment.

leaders and the American public
will recognize the contradictions
and dangers inherent in adopting
such a radical view of old growth
and natural processes. Americans

Sustainable forestry could be institutionalized by finding ways of using these strengths to help people

have been a pragmatic people, and

future. Two institutional spheres

have been averse to governing

already show evidence of such ac-

themselves by ideology and zealotry, including the advocacy of a

commodation: land-tenure ar-

secular religion of capitalismas

accommodate the ecological and
historical realities to be faced in the

liberty, enhancing local political au-

tonomy, preserving accumulated
practical knowledge, and perpetuating the idea of a morally neutral
and scientifically defined environment. Hence, sustainable forestry
may require development of new
institutional arrangements for regu-

lating industrial forest lands and
reconsideration of the advantages
of transferring public assets to private ownership where timber production is an important objective.

Negotiated settlements between conflicting parties are already

modifying land-tenure arrangements. Several initiatives in Wash-

ington State illustrate the
possibilities for promoting sustainable forestry by negotiating settlements of disputes between private
parties. Two are especially notable.
TFW, the Timber, Fish and Wildlife Agreement, involved a volun-

tary agreement on the part of

rangements and negotiated private forest landowners, Indian
settlements to land-use disputes

tribes, and fish, wildlife, and envi-

involving private parties.
Large private and public ownerships were promoted as the most
tion of nature comes from tradi- rational way to institutionalize longtional religions concerned with term investments in industrial wood
state-sponsored idolatry and de- production. But these land-tenure
structive victimization, as well as arrangements may not be the best
from those who fear the erosion of forms of ownership for institutiondemocracy when rational public alizing sustainable forestry (Lee, in
discourse is threatened by chal- press). What forms of property are

ronmental interests to cooperate

lenges to a morally neutral and

regulation. Individual gainfulness

Interior Secretary James Watt discovered during the Reagan presidency. Resistance to the sanctifica-

scientifically defined conception of

nature. (While reflecting on the
implications of the Endangered
Species Act, a state official recently
speculated that our democracy was

being replaced by a "biocracy" in
which biological scientists together
with political elites would dictate
land-management decisions.)
The American public has been
unwilling to dismiss its traditional
beliefs in the dignity of all people

and their capacity for becoming
more fullyhuman bycaringforone
another and the earth. Collective
guilt, fear, and self-hatred are alien

to the intergenerational partnership that has been the American
project. To be an American is to

best suited to perpetuating desirable ecological conditions while
also providing for human needs?
The realities of historical experience have demonstrated that both

in regulating timber harvesting on
private lands. Each party assumed
responsibility for sharing practical
information and cooperating in the
development of overall harvesting
regulations forwatershed units. The
police powers of state forest-practice regulation were relaxed to per-

mit a localized experiment in
was coupled with social responsibil-

ity to permit the voluntary evolu-

tion of mutually acceptable
harvesting practices. Participants

large public and private ownership who had spent too much of their
can be very unstable forms of ten- lives fighting one another in court
ure. Recent episodes of rapid har- developed mutual respect and a
vesting on some large private lands sense of shared responsibility for
and sudden reallocations of assets land, water, plants, and animals,

on public lands have not met re-

and their many human beneficia-

quirements for institutional stability. Neither has been successful in
firmly institutionalizing future-referring values.
Although individual ownership

ries.

has also had its disadvantages, it
appears to have produced a superior record of maintaining individual responsibility, protecting

The Old-Growth Commission

involved environmental interest
groups, private, industry, and fisheries interests, Indian tribes, local
communities, and the state Depart-

ment of Natural Resources in a
negotiated settlement on rates of
harvesting and silvicultural prac-

Robert G. Lee

tices on State trust lands on the
Olympic Peninsula. This effort pro-

duced an agreement for guiding
the management of a state experi-

mental forest according to principles of sustainable forestry.
Reliance on negotiated settle-

ments grew out of the realization
that centralized governmental con-

trol in the absence of individual
responsibility had universally failed
to achieve land-stewardship goals.
Unpredictable timber supplies and
cynicism about increasing centralized government control have contributed to undesirable accelerated
timber harvesting on private lands

Institutional Stability: A Requisite for Sustainable Forestry

change forecloses opportunities for
sustainable forestry by dislodging
people from the security they find
in inherited institutions and focus-

tained without also sustaining insti-

tutional legacies. How tragic that
radical reformers could inadvertently accelerate the ecological dis-

knowledge of people residing in
rural communities. These communities still embody the institutional
traditions that may ultimately make
sustainable forestry a realistic possibility. Forest-based communities
are the locations in which sustainable forestry may succeed or fail-.--

not industry boardrooms,
environmental activists' living

with the dead gives us guidance for

Aldo Leopold (1949):
Individual thinkers since the

days of Ezekiel and Isaiah
have asserted that the despoliation of the land is not
only inexpedient butwrong.
Society, however, has uotyet

affirmed their belief I regard the present conserva-

tion movement as the
embryo

of

such

and radically modify forest management practices has adequately
assessed the historical and ecological realities faced by our society or
the social, political, economic, and
ecological instability likely to result

from rapid change (Lee 1990b).
"Rebirth" generally requires radical transformation, and such rapid

an

affirmation (p. 203).

to humanize itself:
What invigorates life invigorates death,

And the dead advance as
much as the living advance,
And the future is no more
certain than the present,

For the roughness of the
earth and of man encloses us
as much as the delicatesse
of the earth and of man,
And nothing endures but
personal qualities.
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from remembering the words of
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Ms. Kaela Warren and Dr.Jerry
Franklin made several critical read-

ing their attention on survival in ings of this manuscript; helpful
the present.
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A Sustainable World

by Norman E. Johnson
would destroy us. These are significantly different points of view that

With the ever-increasing
world population and its
attendant problems
we're fast reaching the
point where the problems
needing solutions are
outstripping our means to
solve them.

lead to the kind of gridlock we're
experiencing in our decision making on environmental issues.
What is Sustainability?
Webster has at least 10 defini-

tions for the word "sustain," including such phrases as: "bear the
weight of," "bear a burden," "keep

going," and "to supply with food
and water and other necessities of
life." Ruckelshaus (1989) says:

Dr. Norman E. Johnson is Vice
President of Research, Engineering, and Technology Commercialization of Weyerhaeuser Company

Igave the commencement address to this year's graduating
class at the College of Forest
Resources at the University ofWash-

ington on the subject, "A Sustain-

able World." My thesis, and I'll
develop this later with you, was that

Sustainability is the nascent

doctrine that economic
growth and development
must take place and be main-

tained over time, within the
limits set by ecology in the

broadest senseby the in-

with the ever-increasing world

terrelations of human beings

population and its attendant problems (there are opportunities also)
we're fast reaching the point where
the problems needing solutions are

sphere and the physical and
chemical laws that govern it.

outstripping our means to solve
them. And, because of this, we must

concentrate our money and people
on those problems that are mean-

ingful

in the context of
"sustainability." I was calling for
more data-based decision making
and less emotionalism.
As it happened, one of three
student speakers spoke on the same
subject as I did, but from a different
perspective. She ended her speech

with a quotation that went something like this: choose not the way
of the Owl, but the way of Pooh.
Her concern was that "intelligence"

and their works, the bio-

He goes on to say:
Sustainability was the original economy of our species.
Pre-industrial peoples lived
sustainably because they had

to; if they did not, if they
expanded their populations

beyond the available resource base, then sooner or
later they starved or had to
migrate.
Of course, this way of surviving was

modified greatly with the advent of
agriculture and later the Industrial
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Figure 1. Estimates of world human population.

Revolution. There is a significant

population living in developed

the first oil well was drilled in the

number of people who feel that

counties in 1950 was one-third; by
2025 this will be down to 16 percent
(World Resources Institute 1990).

late 1870s, in Pennsylvania, oil

some new order will arrive that will

allow human populations to continue to grow and still have an improving lifestyle. Still others are

Energy

predicting doomsday in a frighten-

ingly short period of time. Let's
review what is happening.

Without an abundant, relatively

inexpensive source of energy, life
as we know it here in Americawould

Population

not be possible. "Worldwide, the

century. When I was a student here

today there are over 5 billion. Over

the next 12 months the earth's
human population will increase by

more than 93 million personsthe

equivalent of adding another
Mexico (World Wildlife Fund
1990). Though the rate of increase
of population has slowed, the momentum will continue until world
population reaches some 11 billion
(Figure 1). When most of you are
my age, the population will be nearly
8 billion. The portion of the world's

In the United States and Canada
we use more than 40 barrels per
person per year, in contrast to 2
barrels in places like Nigeria, India,

and other developing counties.

The human population of the
world has increased threefold this

at OSU in the mid-1950s, there
were 2.5 billion people on earth;

usage really started to increase
after World War II (Davis 1990)
(Figure 2). In 1945 oil consumption was around 5 million barrels
per day; today, 45 years later, it is
more than 10 times that amount.

The uneven distribution
of fossil fuel around the
world presents serious
problems for most of the
world, and unbelievable
riches for the rest.

Davis (Figure 3) estimates that the
total remaining, recoverable fossil
fuel could supply current needs for
170 years. It will eventually run out,
and if fully combusted, will present

a possible threat to the environ-

ment.
The uneven distribution offossil fuel around the world presents
serious problems for most of the
world, and unbelievable riches for
the rest. Fifty-seven countries concombustion of coal, oil, and natu- taining more than 1 billion people
ral gas supplies some 88 percent of are faced with acute shortages of
the energy we purchase and makes fuelwood, necessitating the burnmuch of what we do possible" ing of whatever they can find that

(Fulkerson et al. 1990). Though
34
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burn, including 400 million
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Figure 2. Estimates of world energy use. (Adpated from Davis, September 1990)

tons of animal dung per year
enough to raise grain production
by 20 million tons if it were used as
manure (World Resources Institute
1984).
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towards alternate fuel sources, but
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Environmental Problems That
Threaten Sustainability
Russell Train, chairman of the
World Wildlife Fund and Conservation Foundation has the following "short list" of the most serious
environmental problems: acid rain,
ozone and smog, airborne toxins,

groundwater contamination, radon, loss of wetlands, hazardous
waste, recycling of waste, and the

proliferation of waste in general
(Train 1990). The World Resources

Institute lists the following as an

"Never before in the
history of mankind have
people known less about
the origins of their
livelihood, and never
before have we been able
to transmit misinformation around the world in
seconds."
J. F. Goates

"agenda for the President": the
greenhouse effect; ozone-layer
depletion; energy policy; acid rain;

tropical forests and biodiversity;
environment and development as-

the fate of empires has
rested. Yet we avoid it. In our
cities, rivers of concrete keep

us from its touch. Naked it
tends to offend the eye. But
a close look reveals that the

soil is an essential bridge

There are many other lists.

with water supplies, as people from
California can testify.
As populations grow and land-

use patterns change, the concerns
over having enough water will also
mount. This does not diminish the

and frequentlyabused.

concerns over water quality, which

in some areas has become so bad

According to these authors, the Soil
Conservation Service estimates that

that water can be lit with a match as
it comes from the tap. Postel (1989)

in the year 1977 the United States
"lost" about 3 billion tons of soil

states: "For the first time in more
than a decade, global food security
has come into question." She con-

from fields under plow; roughly
two-thirds of it washed, the rest
blew. But there is a great deal of
natural erosion. The fertile soils of
one area are the result of soil car-

ried by wind or water from an-

tinues:

Land degradation may be
difficult to rally around and
adopt as a cause. Yet its con-

other. Gibbons and Wilson quote a

sequence sworsened

geomorphologist who says that

man's activities have perhaps

droughts and floods, famine, declining living stan-

doubled the rate of geologic ero-

dards, and swelling numbers

sion. On a global scale, land degradation takes on more significance

ofenvironmentalrefttgees
could not be more real or
engender more emotion...

than it does in the "land-rich"
United States. SandraPostel (1988)
says that each year an estimated 6

million hectares of land turns to
deserts and is lost beyond practical
hope of reclamation.
Neither are the lists as explicit
aboutwater as I'd like. The focus is
more on keeping water clean than
on its availability. Canby (1980) says

Without good land, humanity quite literally has nothing to grow on.
What Needs to be Done?
Brown et al. (1990) say that in
order to attain world sustainability,
we must in the next 4Oyears achieve:

that on an average day you and I
dishwashing, watering of plants, and

so forth. We use a mere 2 gallons
for drinking and cookingthe only
water we need to survive. He goes
soil. Without the thin mantle of
on to say that, traced back through
topsoil, mankind could not exist.
their production, the eggs we eat
Yet our soil is being eroded, filled
for breakfast require 120 gallons of
with salts from irrigation, and covwater each, a steak requires 3,500
ered with asphalt and concrete at gallons, and the ton of steel in a car
an alarming rate. Gibbons and
60,000 gallons
Wilson (1984) put it this way:
Are we running out of water?
His answer is a resounding "no."A
How readily we manipulate
water molecule is never totally "lost",
our soil. We rearrange and

Missing among many is concern
over the loss and degradation of

restructure it. We pump it

but it can be so relocated as to cause

full of chemicals, we flood it,

dropping dramatically in some of

we drain it. On its health,

changed as we change the landscape through land-use practices.
Weather patterns can raise havoc

between the rock below and
the life above. It is dynamic
and vital, and far too easily

draw about 87 gallons ofwater
sistance; and population and each
for flushing, bathing, laundry,

health.

our key aquifers. Runoff rates are

real problems. Water levels are

36

1. A rapid shift away from
fossil fuels, with significant increases in the use
of solar, wind, geothermal, hydro, and nuclear

power. The burning of
wood and agricultural
wastes is included in their
definition of solar power.

2. Reusing and recycling of
materials. Roughly two-

thirds of all aluminum,
three-fourths of all steel
and paper and an even
greater share of plastic is
not now being recycled.

Norman E. Johnson

Sewage and other waste
materials will also have to

be recycled back to the
soil.

3. A restored biological
base. In order to meet
the food needs of a burgeoning population, we
are going to have to treat
our land in a sustainable
manner.
4. Anew set ofvalues. Brown
et al. say that materialism
as we know it today sim-

ply cannot survive the
transition into a sustainable world. We must have

reliable products that do
not have to be discarded
after use. Military spending will have to give way

to spending to improve
sustainability. The gaps
between the "haves" and
the "have nots" will have
to narrow.

A Sustainable World

There is little doubt in my mind
that in order to achieve
sustainability some important and
tough decisions are going to have

to be made. These decisions are
not going to please everybody.

They are not decisions to be

public, so completely has science
been accepted as the handmaiden
of its material desires." In the lastS

years this attitude seems to be
changing rapidly as a significant
number of people are looking at
Pooh rather than Owl for guidance.
And there is some basis for this.
What is the scientific solution to a

Risk assessment is
frightening to both the
scientist, who is seldom
satisfied that he or she
has all the information
needed to make a
decision, and the public,
which either does not
understand probability
theory or refuses to
accept any risk at all.

problem? Ruckelshaus says that
science is only orderly after the
fact; in process, and especially at
the advancing edge of some field, it

is chaotic and fiercely controversial. He points out that in science
the majority does not rule and gives

as an example the fact that everybody but Wegenerwas wrong about

continental drift. Yet even when
there is a significant body of scientific information available, scientists

often fail to agree on solutions.
Because of this, the public is rapidly

losing confidence in "data-based"
decision making, the very thing that

I think we need more of Pooh
seems to be gaining ground on the

made by popular vote. There are Owl, except for the spotted one, of
There are literally thousands of not enough resources in the world course.
books and articles being written to afford everyone his own way with
But can we make the right
about the plight of the world and the environment. Here in our coun- choices often enough to gain
solutions to attain some kind of try we're witnessing growing frus- sustainability without doing so
balance or sustainability. What I trations and hostilities over the based on strong data that allow us
want to discuss with you now is the

inability to make decisions that will

very difficult question of how to
make it happen.

to prioritize and allocate resources

make a lasting difference in what
we do. Is it Owl or Pooh that we
should listen to?

efficiently? Risk assessmentisfright-

Decisions and Solutions

Ruckelshaus tackled this problem in an excellent paper entitled,
"Risk, Science, and Democracy"
(Ruckelshaus 1985). I hope you
have an opportunity to read it. He
says that the Environmental Protection Agency has been plagued
by the problem of a basic disjunction between the reality of science

J.F. Coates, a man who makes
his living talking about the future,
told Weyerhaeuser people in a semi-

nar a couple of years ago, "Never
before in the history of mankind
have people known less about the

origins of their livelihood, and
never before have we been able to

transmit misinformation around
the world in seconds." Concerns
about the environment are mounting. Polls show that these concerns

cuing to both the scientist, who is
seldom satisfied that he or she has
all the information needed to make
a decision, and the public, which
either does not understand probability theory or refuses to accept
any risk at all. To many people, any
risk is morally unacceptable. Yet is

there not a limit to affordability?
Isn't there a need for putting re-

sources where they are most

and the assumption inherent in
the mission of all governmental
protective agenciesthat it is al-

needed? Can there be acceptable
tradeoffs between risk to human

ways possible, and therefore obliga-

Can we remain competitive as a
nation and society if we do not

tory, to provide swift and sure

life and economics or convenience?

far exceed others on recent sur- regulation of all substances and situ- make these tradeoffs? In a personal
veys. Everyone is concerned; each ations that threaten public health conversation, Bill Ruckelshaus, who
special-interest group has its own
proposed solutions; no one wants

the "solution" in his backyard!

and the environment. He goes on
to say, "This disjunction is hardly
ever acknowledged by the general
37

had thenjust completed an assign-

ment as a member of the

Brundtland Commission, said:
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"The single most important thing
we learned is that only countries
with sound economies can afford

means something better AIDS of the Earth." This new relithan our current haphazard
research efforts.)

clean environments." But even
those countries with sound econo-

Interestingly enough, this inte-

mies have more environmental
needs than money available to meet

grated approach was the premise
under which the EPA was orga-

them.

nized. At that time it was referred to

Ruckelshaus (1985) believeswe

as the "unity of nature". This

can mitigate the public fear of environmental concerns by adopting,

premise, however, "went right out

as a policy, the full disclosure of the

risks involved in regulatory decisions. This, he continues, means
that we will have to tell people what
they ought to hear rather than what
they want to hear. I think his advice

is good, but there has yet to be
developed a means and an infrastructure for doing this.
Where are the risks and outcomes
to be evaluated? Who makes the
ultimate decisions? Will our court
system allow this kind of action to
be taken without a myriad of lawsuits developing? Train (1990) calls
for a four-policy initiative to meet

our growing environmental

"Nothing short of
defending this country in
wartime compares in
importance with the great
central task of leaving
this land even better a
land for our descendants
than it is for usa"

Biblical directive to man to subdue
the earth and to utilize all the species for man's own good. Religious
environmentalism is leading us to

decisions that are not likely to be
affordable if we still feel that it is
important to take care of and improve the lot of the human population, Nelson gives some examples
of things that are being done that
make neither economic sense nor
environmental sense, from my perspective. An example: the National
Park Service is shooting and killing

mountain goats in the Olympic
National Park in Washington State,

because these goats were introduced in the park by man and are
therefore not natural. On the other
hand, elk have been allowed to proliferate in Yellowstone Park, driv-

ing out other species such as
bighorn sheep and beaver, because

it would be "unnatural" to introTheodore Roosevelt

duce control measures in this case.
Congress, Nelson contends, is

moving away from weighing the
cost of environmental measures
against the benefits. It seems to

agenda. The initiative encompasses
these policies:

1. Addressing pollution problems in an integrated way.

gion contrasts strongly with the

the window" soon after the formation of the EPA, as this new organi-

regard each pollutant as an offense

against nature, even if that sub-

(This means aligning our law

zation began to believe that stance is not present in quantities

with our understanding of

enforcement was what was needed

environmental reality.)

and that time was of the essence
(Ruckelshaus 1985). Perhaps the

2. Elevating the Environmen-

tal Protection Agency to
Cabinet status. (This would
give environmental issues at-

sufficient to cause any harm. We've

all begged the question: "What is
natural?" Did you know that there
stage is being set for a data-based, is no natural grassland left in this
integrated approach to environ- country, most species being intromental problems, but the curtain duced? Each year there are species
has yet to rise. At what seems to be

of plants and animals that are

tention at the Cabinet an accelerated rate, individuals,

moved out of their "natural" habitats. You've heard of the lamprey
problem in the Great Lakes. Salt
grass from the east coast "threatens" western marsh lands. Chestnut blight and Dutch elm diseases

levelboth signaling their
importance and bringing an
environmental perspective
to a number ofpolicy issues.)

3. Rationalizing Congressional

authority on a more integrated basis. (Environmental issues are now dispersed
among nearly 20 full com-

special-interest groups, the states,
and various federal agencies seem
to be "doing their own thing."
The extent to which environmental issues are being polarized is
shown in a recent article entitled,
"Tom Hayden, meet Adam Smith

and Thomas Aquinas" (Nelson
1990). Religious environmentalism

have changed our forests. The cattle

egret got to the Americas on its
own. Humans colonized the Americas on several different occasions.

mittees in the House and

is gaining ground, and there is a Food and other plants were taken
growing number of people who back to Europe. Human diseases

Senate.)

believe that, in the words of a were spread.

4. Providing a better data base
for our lawmakers. (This

speaker whom Nelson quoted: "We
the human species, have become a

viral epidemic on the Earth, the

How much of all this is natural?

Remember the statement: "The
most constant thing in nature is

Norman E. Johnson

change." Man is making significant

A Sustainable World

change, but so did the dinosaurs.
Maybe our role as a species is our

available. Here are ex-

and getting the data not only

amples from a recent

to the decision makers, but

unique ability to recycle fossil fuels
and deeply buried minerals such as

Industry Week (October

to the interested public.

1990):

Currently there is no source
of nonpartisan review of key

phosphorus, an essential element
to life. What other organism can do
this? When we've done ourjob, will

our reward be the same as that
accorded the dinosaur? See where

this can lead us? One could become a fatalist and say, "What the
hell, take it when you can." Or one
could side with the other to an
extreme and commit to things that

make no economic sense, and
thereby put our country at a severe
disadvantage to those counties that
are already gaining economic ad-

vantage over us. There is a pragmatic approach, I believe, that can
allow for improving the well-being
of the human species and yet provide a much better environment to
live in and enjoy.
We have a longway to go. If one

buys the thesis that "sustainability"

is a timely concept and that the

"One would have to drink

issues; there is only a

10 liters ofthe recently con-

plethora of opinions.

taminated Perrier water to
ingest the same amount of
benzene that exists in the
air in most communities,

and the average smoker
inhales 100 times more

benzene than the level
found in the Perrier."
"The National Cancer In-

stitute estimates that 25
percent of the U.S. population is at significant (70

percent) risk of getting
cancer because they are
not eating enough fruits

resources. Here is what I think:
1. Devise a national energy and

ing done, there should be
checking and fine-tuning. If
most of our vaccines hadn't
been developed prior to the
1960s, few of them would

ever have been permitted
now. Thousands of people
would be dead from dreaded
diseases like smallpox, dip h-

and vegetables. Yet the risk
of getting cancer from pes-

theria, typhoid, and polio.
Some died from vaccines,
but millions were saved by
them. On the other side of

ticides on produce is be-

the coin are things that were

tween one and three in

not tested enough before

10,000."

being marketedthalido-

world's resources are not limitless,

then some things certainly need
changing in the way we allocate

5. Plan, do, check, act. Sometimes one must cease planning and do something. But
when this something is be-

mide, for example. It seems

In an article in Business
Week (1990) biochemist

to me that there is a great

Bruce Ames, who has re-

ceptable level of risk between

searched carcinogens in

a drug that could save lives
and one that is there just to

deal of difference in the ac-

many food products, said,
"The espresso I'm sipping
has more carcinogens than

ing tactics and actions. Without good strategies, good decisions are seldom made.

perform some cosmetic

you'd get from pesticide

function.

2. Don'tspendmoneyon environmentally frivolous
things. An example is the
nearly 5 million dollars that

best of intentions have

was spent to save three

rated risks from natural

be made. A lot of research
being done today gives us

environmental pol-icy with
vision, mission, and operat-

whales stuck in Arctic ice

residues in a year." After a
lifetime ofresearch he concludes that regulators with

overreacted to the dangers
of pollution and chemical
exposure and have under-

reduce minor suffering or

6. Direct research dollars to
those areas where knowl-

edge is needed to attain
sustainability. Without good
data, good decisions will not

substances.

floes. Nothing positive was
accomplished from an environmental point ofview, and
we may have deprived some

data that is nice to have, but

And with all the talk about
dioxin, no data have shown

polar bears of a meal. Spending money on a truly endan-

health at the levels it is

not essential. At the same
time, we lack the kinds of
data necessary to make intelligent decisions leading

it to be a threat to human

gered species is a different
story.

3. Look seriously at tradeoffs

where reasonable data is

toward sustainability.

found.
7. Offer rewards for having it

4. Educate the public. There
needs to be a better way of
looking at environmental
issues in an integrated way
39

in "mybackyard". Even those

informed, ardent environmentalists don't want the
solution to be in their back-
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yards because there are too
many examples of problems
that developed from actions
purported to be safe at the
time.
8. Regulate population. When
all is said and done, a major
cause of our environmental

problems is too many
people. Ruckeishaus (1989),
in a paper entitled, "Toward

a sustainable world," gives

Theodore Roosevelt was talk-

ing about sustainability when he
said, "Nothing short of defending
this country in wartime compares
in importance with the great central task of leaving his land even
better a land for our descendants
than it is for us."
So maybe the answer is to use
all the brain power of the Owl along
with the heartfelt intuition of Pooh
to build a sustainable world.
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Sustainable Forestry:
Some Comparisons of Europe
and the United Stales
by Niels Elers Koch

tional requirements introduced

(4;

Foresters have often
been shocked in the
last 20 years by rapid
changes in their
professional roles and
public trust.

into the Swedish Forestry Act in
1975 increased the importance of

nature conservation. In New
Zealand, most of the native forests

were transferred from the Forest
Service to the Department of Conservation in 1987. This action left
the New Zealand Forest Service with

only about 25% of their former
land, the exotic forest plantations.
These were transferred to a public

corporation, which now is being

sold (Kennedy 1981, Clawson

Dr. Niels Elers Koch is Director
of the Danish Forest Research
Institute.

Alvin Toffler published Future

Shock in 1970, in which the
woridwas presented as chang-

ing at an accelerating rate. He
probably would not be surprised to
hear that foresters have often been
shocked in the last 20 years by rapid
changes in their professional roles
and public trust.

1988). The Danish Forest Service
was merged with the Agency for
Protection of Nature, Monuments
and Sites in 1987 to form the National Forest and Nature Agency.
In 1989 a new Danish Forest Act
also put more emphasis on the nonutilitarian forest values (Bjornskov
1989).
This paper examines the major

reasons for such "future shock"
under the following categories:

The U.S. National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA 1969),
for example, can be viewed as a
stockholders' rebellion to diverse
federal agencies perceived as professional monocultures and dominated by utilitarian values. NEPA
introduced a greater diversity of
values and more open, democratic
decision-making into national forest management, requiring interdisciplinary professionals to

consider different planning and
management alternatives in a decision process open to public scrutiny. Elsewhere in the western world,

the Beech Forest Protection Act
(1974) required preservation of
Swedish beech forests, and addi-

1) Changes in society: Western
societies evolving from rural
agricultural stages to urban,
post-industrial societies.
2) Changes in the ways forest social values are communicated:

from economic system
dominance in communicating forest utilitarian values,
shifting to social and political systems which are more
effective in communicating

non-utilitarian and nonmarket forest values.
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100%
Secondary sector:
Industry

Primary sector:
Agriculture, forestry,
and fishing

Tertiary sector:
Service and
information

0%
Approx. 1650

Present

Future

Figure 1. Primary Employment in Western Countries

Based on this common frame
of reference, an overview is given
of:

1) major forest policy issues in

Europe and Denmark, and

tor, and has different values and
relationships with nature (Figure 1).

In the first half of this century,
industrializing western society valued forests primarily for a flow of
wood products to ensure long-term

economic progress and national
2) sustainable forestry in Eu- security. By the 1960s, the view that
rope.
economic and utilitarian values
were the most legitimate indicators
This leads me to ask some ques-

of forest worth was increasingly

tions about forest policy and sustainable forestry in the U.S. My

luxury of being able to focus on

paper does not give all the answers
to these questions. Instead, the pa-

romantic, idealistic, and symbolic
forest values. Unlike their agricul-

per closes with some suggestions
on how to avoid "future shock" by
being more aware of diverse, multiple-use social values communi-

tural ancestors, few directly utilized
nature for a livelihood.

cated to foresters in many new ways

ing social values. Foresters were

by political, social and economic

often ahead of their society in con-

systems.

servation vision and values from

Changes in Society

1850 to 1950, as the western world
evolved from an agricultural to an
industrial society. This has gener-

Two or three generations ago
the majority of the population in
mostwestern countries was directly
involved in primary production of

food and wood. This was a close,
blood-and-blister relationship with

nature, dominated by utilitarian
social values. The majority of the

challenged. Urbanites had the

To remain effective, profes-

Changes in Forest Value
Communication
I use a simple definition of social values as those goods, services,
or ideals that large groups ofpeople
will make sacrifices to achieve. Ex-

amples of forest social values are
timber, recreation, wildlife, wilderness areas, and water. It is also proposed that forest social values exist

in interrelated sets of four major
systems (Kennedy 1985) (Figure 2):

1) the natural resource system
of biosphere elements, such
as forest and other environmental resources;

sional groups must adapt to chang-

ally not been the case as society
evolved into a post-industrial stage,

with new values expressed by the
1970s environmental movement.
One reason for this could be the
changes in the ways forest social
values are communicated, which is
the subject of the next section.

2) the social system of human
(individual and group) attitudes, values, behavior, institutions and technology;

3) the economic system including certain types of human behavior relative to the
utilization of land, labor and
capital resources; and
4) the political system of social

attitudes/values and behav-

adult population in the western

ior that are explicitly defined
and regulated by policy, leg-

world today is born and raised in

islation and legal/police

cities, employed in the service see-

forces.
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Forest resources (in the natural system) affect and are affected by all
other systems. That is, the four sys-

by the economic system as the primary means of current generations
expressing theirvalues. There were

tems are interrelated and interact
with one another.
Forest values (as with all other
values) originate from people in
only one system, the social. Forest
values are communicated by three
systems: the economic, social, and

still the values of future generations to considerthese often not

political. In this western-world
conceptualization, the natural resource system, neither originates
nor communicates forest values. It
is only through human interaction
with physical resources that forest
values originate and are communicated. In agricultural and industrial stages, society assigns values to

natural resources primarily based
on commodity or recreational use

well-expressed by the economic sys-

more important to urban citizens
in the last 20 years, and non-economic communication systems be-

came increasingly influential in
expressing widening forest values.

Foresters were not well
prepared by education or
experience to understand
and respond to social and
political expressions of
forest values in the last
half of this century.

values. In post-industrial society, the

tem. Professional forestry norms

western world increasingly values
natural resources for inherent values (e.g., biodiversity, wilderness

(e.g., sustained-yield) and political
systems (e.g., laws and policies) at-

values, or endangered plant/animal species), less dependent on
direct and immediate human use.

Non-product benefits like recreation, landscape amenity, nature
conservation, cultural heritage and
environmental protection became

tempted to provide for forest values of society unborn.

Thus social systems (e.g., public
involvement and organized user
groups) and political systems (e.g.,

new laws, expanded role of the
courts, forest agency reorganization) became a more important
part of forest management.

Foresters were not well prepared by education or experience
to understand and respond to social
and political expressions of forest
values in the last half of this century. Most foresters were educated
in the European tradition, which
tended to foster a professional style
of educated, objective and benign
forester-aristocrats, whose role was

Yet even those inherent or
"biocentric" (Callicot 1987) values
do not spring from the land or are

ordained by the godsthey are assigned by society (Wagner 1987).
Only when values are commu-

nicated in various systems can
natural resource managers begin
to understand what values individuals and groups "assign" forest
practices or outputs. Common social system communications of for-

est values are responses to

questionnaires, number and type
of people using recreational areas,
letters to newspapers, or a forester
and family being shunned in a local
community. The economic system
communicates forest values in the

consumption and price of wood
products, expenditures in pursuit
of recreation, or sale of summer
home sites. Legislation, budget allocation, taxes, grants and lawsuits

are value communications of the
political system.
Foresters historically have been
trained to understand and respond

to the social value communicated

Figure 2. The four Interrelated systems of forest social values
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to protect forests from fire and insects as well as from the ignorance,
greed and shortsightedness of the
public and politics (Kennedy 1980;
Magill 1988). Few courses educated
foresters to understand and appre-

ciate the social and political dynamics of modern forest
management.

Therefore, I find it very encouraging for the forestry profession that the International Union
ofForestry Research Organizations,

on its XIXth World Congress in
Montreal in August 1990, stressed
the importance of social science in
forestry by restructuring its Division

VI. And I want to compliment the
College of Forestry, Oregon State

University, for again taking the
leading role in establishing the
"Consortium for the Social Values
of Natural Resources." I agree com-

pletely with Dr. Marion Clawson,

who in his 1985 Starker Lecture
stated that:
"Increasingly, people will be

more important than trees.

Technical forestry solutions will still remain impor-

tant, but more and more it
will be a consideration of
what people demand, will
accept, or will tolerate. The
forester will increasingly be

the negotiator, the mediator, and the seeker for con-

sensus, as well as the
technical expert."
(Clawson 1985).

Foresters have, in my opinion,
sometimes also failed to appreciate

the growing symbolic value of
natural resources (Reunala 1984,
Kennedy 1988). Forest managers
frequentlyjustify harvesting of old-

growth Douglas-fir forests in the
United States, native forests in New

Zealand, or old beech forests in
Europe on their commodity values

and market prices. To many citizens in the western world, this is as
sensitive and rational as estimating
the worth of the Statue of Liberty,

their metal melt-down values. There
are probably considerable material
salvage values in all these national

symbols, but they are often inconsequential relative to their symbolic

8) Public interest and participation in the policy-making process in the forestry
and forest product sector.
Regarding the first key area it was
stated:

social values.

Major Forest Policy Issues in
Europe and Denmark

Based on this frame of refer-

"Society's demands for the

social and environmental
services of the forest, as well

as for products other than

ence, I will give an overview of the
major forestpolicy issues in Europe
and Denmark.

wood, will continue to increase and diversify. . . .The
provision ofnon-wood goods
and services may well lead to

Europe

constraints on wood pro-

The major forest policy issues
in Europe were discussed during a
1987 joint session of the Timber
Committee of the Economic Commission for Europe and the European Forestry Commission. This
session, which was held in a process

similar to the RPA Assessment in
the U.S., identified eight key areas
for the development of European
forest policy. They are ranked according to importance as follows:

1) The increasing relative im
portance of the non-wood
benefits of the forests.
2) Protection offorests against
damage due to fire, air poi
lution and other causes.

3) Conversion of agricultural
land to forestry.
4) Size of ownership and man

agement units.

5) Development of products
and markets.
6) Energy (may be a rise in
demand for energy from
wood again).

7) Community of interest of
the forest and forest prod
ucts sector.

duction, as well as conflicts
between the different func-

tions of the forest. Forest
policies must be adapted to
meet the growing demand
for non-wood benefits and

seek to minimize the con-

flicts that are generated.
. .Strategies must be developed that will allow the full
potential of the forest to be

utilized in an integrated way,

so that their multiple functions are made available for
the welfare of society."
(United Nations 1987)
Denmark

I use Denmark as an example
of the changes happening in forestry in Europe. It is an example
that I know well.
The old Danish Forest Service

had strong traditions dating back
to the 17th and 18th century from
France (The "Parforce"-hunting)

and Germany. It administered
nearly all publicly owned forests
and nature parks in Denmark: one-

third of the forest areas, and four

percent of the total area of the
country. It was a very traditional
and efficient forest service which,
except for five persons trained in
law, only employed professionals
trained in forestry.
In 1976, the Danish Forest Service was transferred from the De-

partment of Agriculture to the

Eiffel Tower, or crown jewels in
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newly-established Department of
Environment. That was the first sign
of the changing forest social values.
In the Department of Environment,

there was also established a new

(Jartment of Agriculture

National Agency for the Protection

stExpeent

of Nature, Monuments and Sites.
This Agency handled tasks at the
central-government level pursuant
to the Danish Nature Conservation
Act (i.e., nature conservation, outdoor recreation and protection of

Department of Environment

Forest Service )
D.C.

(

Nature Protection

(

)

5 divisions

(40 persons) )

D.C.

( 10 divisions
t (220 persons)

34 national forests
(2,000 persons)

No land

our cultural heritage), the Raw
Materials Act (gravel and minerals), and the Building Conservation Act, and advised the county
authorities in similar matters. The
Agency employed approximately
220 persons and administered no
land, but was in a nearly constant
battle with the Forest Service
(Figure 3).
In 1987, the Danish Forest Ser-

EIrnent of Agriculture
Forest
Experiment
Station

Hunting and
wildlife

(Transferred 1989)

Department of Environment

National Forest and Nature Agency

12 divisions
(230 persons)

vice, by a parliamentary shotgun
marriage, was merged with most of

28 national forests
(1,800 persons)

the Agency for Protection of Nature, Monuments and Sites to form

the National Forest and Nature
Agency (Figure 3). This agency now
has the national responsibilities for:
forests (managing one-third of
the forest area)
nature protection (managing
all nationally owned nature
parks)
outdoor recreation
cultural heritage
gravel and minerals

Figure 3. Restructuring of Danish Forest Service in response to
changing forest social values

the revenues from the forest, unThe last three years of developder constraint of a management ment in forestry in Denmark has
plan, and with specific appropria- confirmed the proverb by
tions for timber production and Heraclitus, "There is nothing perfor non-timber values. This has manent except change" (this is also
made the national forests more cost- used as the motto for Mount St.
effective.
Helens National Volcanic MonuAs a result of the government's ment).
plans, it has also been proposed to
amalgamate seventeen present acts
within the jurisdiction of the De-

In 1989, the Hunting and partment of Environment to four
Wildlife Administration was also main acts. These are the following:
transferred from the Department the Nature Protection Act; the Enof Agriculture to the National For- vironmental Protection Act; the Waest and Nature Agency.
ter Protection Act; and the Physical
In recent years, the Danish Planning Act (including planning
government has been working on for afforestation). In addition, there
making the public sector more cost- will be certain special acts, such as
effective. This has resulted in a re- the newly adopted Forest Act of
duction of the number of 1989 and the Raw Materials Act
employees in the National Forest (gravel and minerals), which are
and Nature Agency and a consoli- holistic in their balance between
dation of the number of national commercial exploitation and the
forests into 28 (Fig. 3). Each na- various environmental interests.
tional forest has freedom in use of
45

Sustainable Forestry in
Europe

Let me first briefly introduce
the concept of "sustainable development" and the "Brundtland Report," which, I have experienced, is
not widely known in the U.S.
The Brundtland Report

In 1987, the independent
World Commission on Environment and DevelopmentS established in 1983, published its report,
"Our Common Future," also known

STARKER LECTURES 1990

These two examples, and many
others could have been given, lead

me to the question, "What has

Forest Area

happened in the U.S. regarding a
sustainable development in general, and in forestry particularly?"

% Mio. ha
A

20%
0,8

Forestry has not always been
sustainable in Europe

0,7
0,6

10%

0,5-

In Figure 4, it is shown, with
Denmark as an example, that for-

0,4

estry in Europe has not always been
sustainable. The same development
happened in all countries in central
Europe, although the over-exploi-

0,3
0,2

2%

0,1

tation of the forest resources was

1 0/

carried very far in Denmark.

I /0

1600 1650 1700 1750 1800 1850 1900 1950 2000 2050 2100

Year

Around 1800, the developmentwas
turned in most European countries

as described, e.g., in the 1989
Figure 4. Sustainable forestry in Denmark from 1600 2100

Starker Lecture by professor RichardPlochmann (Plochmann 1989).

as the "Brundtland Report" (WCED
1987). Shortly thereafter, the Gov-

Where is the U.S. on the curve
shown in Figure 4?

1) In December1988, the Dan-

tions Environment Programme

ish Government published
its Action Plan aimed at following up the recommen-

adopted a text entitled "Environ-

dations of the two aforemen-

mental Perspective to the Year 2000

tioned reports (Ministry of

and Beyond."
In two resolutions from 1987

Environment 1988), and the

erning Council of the United Na-

Sustainable torestry in
Europe
The industrial revolution of the

new Danish legislation regarding forest and nature is

19th century lead most European

guidelines of the two reports were

based on the Brundtland countries to focus on wood produc-

unanimously endorsed by the

philosophy.

tion to fulfill society's increased
demand for wood products on a

(42/187 and 42/186) the main
United Nations General Assembly
as a framework for future environmental cooperation. The General
Assembly furthermore decided that

2) In April1990, the Canadian

Institute of Forestry pub-

sustained-yield basis. Agrarian forest grazing practices were usually

lished its "policy statement

forbidden, remaining forest areas

efforts should be made towards

on sustainable develop- were preserved and intensively

implementation of the reports' objectives, and it called on governments to consider the recommend-

ment" in which it defines

managed, forest lakes and bogs were

ations of the Brundtland Report

ment which ensures that the
use of any forest resources is
biologically sustainable, and
will not impair the biological diversity or the use of the
same land base for any other
forest resource in the future"

(Koester 1990).

The central concept of the
Brundtland Report is "sustainable
development", which is defined as

"a development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs"
(WCED 1987).

Two examples show that the
reports and the concept have been
used widely, especially in Europe
but also in North America:

sustainable forest land man-

agement as a "...manage-

(CIF/IFC 1990). I see as
missing the social sciences
and the question about so-

drained and afforested, and new
forests were planted. Biological diversity and multiple-use forest values were often reduced in this focus
on wood production efficiency.

One of the ways to increase
wood production in a sustainable
way was and is by early, light and
frequent thinnings. In 1800-1827,
the Danish Count C.D.F. Reventlow
wrote his "Treatise on Forestry" in

which he, based upon measurecial sustainabilityin that defi- ments, recommended frequent
thinnings (Reventlow 1827). Sub-

nition.

sequently, sample plot growth analy-

ses have prompted refinements in
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carried out is described in the 1989
Starker Lecture byPlochmann. Let
me here only summarize the basic
principles. The land base of central
Europe is too small, and the popu-

%
100
90
80

60

lation too dense, to segregate different land uses in different areas.
The product mix for each manage-

Increment 50

ment unit, some of them quite

40

small, must be planned according
to natural, political, economic, and

Current
Annual

70

30

social parameters (Plochmann

20

1989).

This does not mean that all

10

goods and services should be pro-

100 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 %

duced at every single unit of the
forest, as some interests are con-

Basal area

flicting. A superior target and pri-

ority setting that also allows for

Figure 5. Sample plot growth analyses from percent annual
increment

primary (or dominant) use is nec-

essary (e.g., Daniels 1987). The
concept implies, however, that the

thinning principles. In Denmark,
records for one sample plot have
been kept for 147 years.
It should be noted that the individual thinnings are light, usually

removing less than 20 percent of
the volume, but the short thinning
cycle, 1-5 years, results in relatively

low basal areas. The light but fre-

quent cuttings prevent drastic
opening of the stand and enable
residual trees to form deep vigor-

Integrated Sustainable
Multiple-use Forestry
In the last twenty years, European forestry also has tried to adapt
to the changing forest social values.
This has lead to an integrated, sustainable, multiple-use forest man-

decision-maker at each decision
for each unit of forest landtakes
into account all the present and
future goods and services which
forest land could provide, aiming

at thein the long runoptimal

combination (Figure 6).
A Danish example: The most
intensively used Danish forest is
agement concept. How this is J aegersborg Dyrehave, approxiValue to Society

ous crowns, thereby stimulating the

general growth potential of the
stand. Using these thinning principles, it has been rendered that

annual increment does not decrease appreciably until basal area
(volume) is reduced below 50 percent of the greatest possible basal
area (volume) that would exist on
the site with the species at a given

III
I

I

Non-timber values
Total production

age (Figure 5) (Barrett and
Holmsgaard 1964; see also Syracuse University 1954). This has farreaching silvicultural implications:
by the light and frequent thinnings,

the forest manager has upgraded
the growth potential of the remaining trees.

Optimum

Restrictions in the
timber production to
benefit the non-timber
values

Timber production
Figure 6. Variety of forest resource use in relation to timber
production and social value
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Table 1. Statistical Comparisons of Forestry in Denmark, Oregon, and Utah

Utah

Denmark

Oregon

16,600
(850,000)

96,000

85,000

Number of Islands

406

10

3

Population (mill's)

5.1

2.8

1.7

Temperate
Insula

Temperate and
Continental

Continental

Climate:
Precipitation (inches)
Frost-free days

26
170

8-130
60-200

10-40
60-100

Highest point (ft)

550

11,237

13,500

Lowest point (ft)

-10

0

2,200

Forested area (millions of ac)

1.2

28

16

Commercial timberland (millions of ac)

1 .2

22

3.4

Forest percentage

12

46

33

Owner distribution of forest land (%)
Public, national, and local
Private estates/forest industry
Farmers (< 120 acres)/nonindustrial
private

33
33
33

63

84

Distribution by timber type (%):
Hardwoods
Conifers
Christmas trees

33
66
5

93
0.2

Timber harvest (mill cu ft/yr)
Cubic feet/per year/per acre

75
63

1585
56 (71)

13
1 (4)

0.24

10.1

9.4

50

60

20

Visitor days/per year/(millions)

8

40

20

Visitor days/per year/per acre

7

1

1

2,000

20,000

50,000

200

2,000

5,000

Land area (sq mi)
+ Greenland + Faroes

Forested area inhabited (ac)
Visits per year (millions)

Acres per forest graduate

Acres per forest worker

21

16

7

20
80
0
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mately 10 miles north of Denmark, even though the growth
Copenhagen. This forest is about conditions in general are not as

heavily on the forest resources of

3,000 acres large, has 3 million rec-

favorable as in Oregon. But it should

other countries and regions. This is
one of the reasons for the intensive

reational visits per year, a population of 2,000 fallow deer and red
deer, and an annual timber harvest
of 300,000 cubic feet.

be noticed that the inputs in labor
and capital are also much larger.

plans to convert agricultural land

In Tables 1 and 2 are given
some statistical comparisons of for-

estry in Denmark, Oregon and
Utah, and of the national forests in
Denmark and the U.S. From this it

can be seen that the outputs per
acre of forest are much larger in

However, Denmark is only pro-

forest management and for the
to forest.

ducing one-third of its own wood

consumption, and Europe (ex- Some Question About Forest
cepting Finland, Norway, and Swe-

den) two-thirds of its total
consumption. So, Denmark and
Europe are both to some extent
exporting some of their forest envi-

Policy Issues in the U.S.
Compared with Europe, I find
that the forest policy in the U.S. is

ronmental problems, drawing dominated by a polarization and

Table 2. Statistical comparison of the National Forest and Nature Agency of Denmark and the
U.S. Forest Service

National Forest
and Nature Agency
of Denmark

U.S.

Forest
Service

Factor
of
difference

Areas

Total area (millions of ac)
Of this: Commercial timberland (%)
Net land acquisition (1000 ac)
Area per inhabitant (ac)

0.4
62%
2

0.07

191

45%
93
0.77

454
0,7
54
10

Timber
Harvested (millions of cu. ft/yr)
Harvested (cu. ft/yr/ac of commercial timber land)
Reforestation (1,000 ac)
Percent of commercial timber land

21

177
2.5
1.0%

2210
64
452
0,5%

104
0.4
183
0.5

135
242
1.3

7
80
0.2

70
0.15

Outdoor recreation
Visits (millions)
Visitor days (millions)
Use intensity (no. of visitor days/ac)

20
3

7.5

Ernptoyes
Full-time equivalents
Full-time equivalents/i 000 ac
Forest workers (millions of hrs)

514

2.0

36,143
0.5
contractors

Expenditures (billions of dollars)

0.1

2.7

25

Receipts (billions of dollars)

0.05

1.6

30

-0.05
-0.03

-1.1

-75

-3

20
22
0.05

3

Net result

Total (billions of dollars)
National forest system only (billions of dollars)
National forest system only (dollars/acre)

-0.6
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segregation. This leads me to the
following questions:

logical equilibrium has been

Why is theforest policy so polar-

achieved, but this is very different
from that which would result with-

ized in the U.S.?

out human activities. The landscape

1) Is it because of a different
evolution in the "paradigmatic images of the world"
in the U.S. compared to Europe?
All over the western world there are

great conflicts between two very
different "paradigmatic images of
the world" (e.g., Proops 1989):

The wish to protect the
undisturbed nature in its
"natural" state, untainted
by humans, as we know it

from the hunter-gatherer
world. This image of the
world is probably more
common in North America

than in Europe, because
there is more "undisturbed
nature" in North America.

is accepted as embodying humans
and their works, but these are seen
as humankind and nature in synergy rather than conflict (Proops

abundance ofnatural resources and
areas.

But the size of the pie is not
infinite. It was surprising for me to
realize that the U.S., in spite of the
country's large forest resources, for

several years has only produced
about 85% of its own wood con-

sumption (U.S. Forest Service
1989). The U.S. is, like Europe and

1989).

Maybe this paradigmatic image of the world also will evolve in
the western U.S. and act as a buffer
between the two other ways of experiencing and using nature.
2) Is it because of the planning

process in the U.S. Forest
Service in combination with
the very fast moving around
of the line officers?

It seems to me that the battles
are fought on a "last stand" basis,
because the planning process takes
place very seldom, and each time
with a new Forest Service line offi-

Denmark, drawing on the forest
resources of other countries and
regions. The country is so wealthy
that it may import wood, and export some of its forest environmental problems. Are we in doing so

truly following the motto of the
Brundtland Report, "Think globally, act locally"?

It seems to me, as a foreigner,
that you by "multiple-use forestry"
often understand a segregation of
the different uses, as shown in Figure 7 A and B. In Europe, we have
approached the same forest interest conflicts from the opposite side:

not from an abundance of forest

active public involvement, but no

resources, but on the contrary, from
a desperate need of forest (Fig. 4).

The wish of the indus-

public participation with a repeated

That, I believe, has taught us the

trial world to use nature as
the background and inspiration for human achieve-

negotiation where the interested

hard way to use the forest resources

public is made responsible for the
future of their national forest.

in an integrated, sustainable, multiple-use way, as shown in Figure 7

ments. The humans are
looked upon as creators,
and there is unlikely to be
an ecological equilibrium
achieved, as human activities are continually alter-

ing the relationships between species.

These two paradigmatic images of
the world will necessarily be conflicting, and in the U.S. these con-

flicts have been nurtured by the
organizational structure and the
principal forest and nature protection laws.

cer. At the same time, there is avery

In Denmark, the Forest Ser-

By this I do not mean that you

after they have been appointed at

should cut down all your old-growth
forests, as we have done in Europe.

the age of 30 to 40 years. This gives

Wherever in the world there is an
authentic virgin forest left, there is
also a global responsibility to protect it for future generations. But,
3) Is it because there are too after you have decided which large
areas you want to leave untouched,
many lawyers in the U.S.?
you may manage the remainder in
Why is forest land use so segye- a more integrated and sustainable
way- as I will touch upon in the next

the basis for repeated negotiations
and cooperation between the public and the line officers.

gated in the U.S.?

It seems to to me, as a foreigner, that any large conflict over

In Europe, with a history of forest land in the U.S. has been
several thousand years of estab- handled by "slicing up the pie into
lished agriculture, it seems to be a
predominant paradigmatic image
of the world that humankind is part
of nature through harmonious agriculture and husbandry. An eco-

C.

vice line officers are seldom moved

section.

Some Questions about
Sustainable Forestry in the
U.S.

pieces" (national parks, Wilderness

areas, Wild and Scenic Rivers,
spotted owl habitat conservation
areas, etc.). This is probably a logical

reaction in a country with an
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Comparisons between sustainable forestry in Europe and some
of the current issues in forestry in
the U.S. lead me to the following

Niels Elers Koch
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questions, which I also very shortly
try to answer.

Is "New Forestry" a sustainable

foreshy?
In my opinion, as a foreigner,
es." But to become an integrated,
multiple-use, sustainable forestry,
it is necessary to take outdoor rec-

A. Large-scale segregation

reation, landscape amenities, and

the cultural heritage more into
consideration in "New Forestry."

Is "New Perspectives in
Forestry "a sustainableforestry?
B. Small-scale segregation
In my opinion that will depend

upon where that development is
bringing you.

Will the U.S. Forest Service be

sustainable/survive?
In my opinion "yes." I base my

guess upon the fact that the U.S.

C. Complete integration

Forest Service is handlingits present

challenges with a self-critical and
optimistic will to make the necessary changes. My guess would also
be that the next 10 years will bring

Non-timber uses only

Timber dominant

Non-timber uses dominant

Timber only

larger changes to the Bureau of
Land Management, Park Service
and many state forest agencies. The
biggest question, as I see it, is: "Will
the American taxpayers accept in-

creased appropriations to the
public land management agencies
to payfor the increased production
of non-timber values?"

Could the private forests be
managed in a more sustainable
way?
Yes. It has been demonstrated
in practice that the private forests
in the Pacific Northwest could be
managed in a more sustainable way
by, e.g., the Danish and Oregonian

woodland owner Flemming
J uncker, by Woodland Manageinent Inc. (Lake Oswego, OR), and
by the Oregonian woodland owner
1-lans Rasmussen (Cottage Grove,

Figure 7. Segregation of the different uses of forest resources

OR). The main techniques are and you are also more than welplanned reforestation, prudent come to come to Europe to study
thinnings, and selective harvesting
of trees, which will lead to a higher
wood productivity of the forests as
documented, e.g., by Spurr (1979)
and Smith (1989).Atthe same time,

these techniques could also in
managed forests lead to a general
increase in the non-timbervalues

an integrated resource management(e.g., Clarkand Brown 1990).
Of course, these new silvicultural
techniques will demand new forest
engineering solutions. But that has
not been and should never be the
limiting factor. Some of the forest
engineering solutions already exist
in Oregon (e.g., Rasmussen 1983),
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them.

Two other limiting factors are
more important:
1) We need more knowledge
about integrated forest resource management.

2) Integrated forest resource
management is more labor
and capital demanding.
The first factor could of course be
overcome by research. The inter-

disciplinary forest management
research project about forest stand

STARKER LECTURES 1990

management alternatives that the

College of Forestry, OSU, has viewed as conflict managers. In what

with one another, foresters can be

sustainable development. The
Forestry Chronicle, 66(2):173-

started in the McDonald and Dunn
Forests could be an important first

they do (and fail to do) foresters
can usually intensify or dampen
social conflict over forest values.

179.

step. The second limiting factor

could, I would hope, be overcome This has made foresters'jobs more
by the increasing prices on wood, political, complex, ambiguous, and
and if society finds ways to reward time-consuming and less controlprivate forest owners for their pro- lable. It has also meant that the
duction of non-commodity forest foresters have to share power with
values.
the public, differentinterest groups,
and other professionals.
But on the other hand, forest
Closing Comments

very rapidly. The forests cannot
change that rapidly, and the clearly

dominating demand from society
in the last two centuries has been to
fulfill society's large need for wood.

The emerging web of integrated resource management.
Proceedings of the 19th JUFRO

World Congress, Montreal,
Division 6, p. 24-33.

become even more challenging

Clawson, M. 1985. The future of
public forestry in the Pacific
Northwest. The 1985 Starker
Lectures, College of Forestry,

because never before have so many

Oregon State University. p. 16-

management has in the last 20 years

Seen in the rear-view mirror, it
is understandable that many foresters in the last 20 years have experienced a "future shock": society and
society's forest values have changed

Clark, R.N. and Brown, P.J. 1990.

different people wanted so many
29.
different and often conflicting values from the forests.
Clawson, M. 1988. Public forests in

I hope that you have found
some of my questions to be of rel-

evance for you. And,, if a few of

them have been so irritating or
challenging to you that you start

The communication system for looking for the answers, I can't ask
forest social values has changed for more.
from the economic system to a
greater influence of the social and

New Zealand and in the United
States. Discussion paper RR88-

01. Resources for the Future,
Washington, D.C. 38 pp.

Daniels, S.E. 1987. Rethinking
dominant use management in
the forest-planning era. Environmental Law, 17:483-505.

political system. And, foresters were

often not educated to perceive, or
they were reactionary to, socio-po-
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